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The Roaring Gorge Management Plan was a collaborative effort between Pitkin County Open Space and Trails and
the City of Aspen Parks, Trails and Open Space departments.

City of Aspen
Parks, Trails, and Open Space
585 Cemetery Lane
Aspen, CO 81611

Pitkin County
Open Space and Trails
530 East Main Street
Aspen, CO 81611

The Mission of the Pitkin County Open Space and Trails Board of Trustees is to acquire, preserve,
maintain and manage open space properties for multiple purposes including, but not limited to,
recreational, wildlife, agricultural, scenic and access purposes; and to acquire, preserve, develop,
maintain and manage trails for similar purposes.

P I T K I N C O U N T Y S T R AT E G I C P L A N
Core Focus Areas & Success Factors
Community Vision

Pitkin County will continue to be a
healthy, safe, vibrant and sustainable
community, enhancing the quality of
life for everyone who lives, works
and visits here, while conserving the
natural environment as the basis for our
community success.

Pitkin County
Organizational Values

The diagram below illustrates the relationship between the three
Core Focus Areas in achieving the County’s mission and vision.

Pitkin County embraces the following values
to promote public trust and confidence in
County Government.

STEWARDSHIP
We strive to leave our natural
environment, community, public assets
and organization in better condition
than we found them for current and
future generations.

CORE FOCUS

Flourishing Natural
& Built Environment

Organization Mission

S U C C E S S FA C T O R S

Pitkin County government provides
valued and high quality public services
supporting the health, safety and
well-being of people and the natural
environment.

1. Conserved natural resources and environment

ETHICS

3. Ease of mobility via safe and efficient transportation systems

We hold ourselves to high standards
of honesty and dependability in the
conduct of County business.

4. Well planned and livable built environment

EXCELLENCE

2. Responsibly maintained and enhanced County assets

SAFE
COMMUNITY

VIBRANT
& SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITY

HIGH
QUALITY
OF LIFE

CORE FOCUS

Livable & Supportive
Community
S U C C E S S FA C T O R S
1. A sense of personal and community safety
2. Diverse and livable housing options

CORE FOCUS

Prosperous Economy

HEALTHY
COMMUNITY

S U C C E S S FA C T O R S
1. Sustainable economy and employment

3. Self-sufficient individuals and families

2. Affordable and quality health care options

4. Access to recreation, education, arts and culture

3. High performing County leaders, teams

5. Improved community engagement and participation

and employees
4. Responsible and accountable
stewardship of County assets

Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan

We are committed to providing quality
services that are accessible, accurate
and innovative to meet our community’s
needs.

COLLABORATION
We work together as employees and
with citizens and other government,
non-profit and private sector
organizations helping each other
succeed in promoting and achieving
the public’s goals.

OPEN COMMUNICATION
We are committed to listening to our
citizens and partners and to giving
accurate and timely information.

POSITIVE WORK ENVIRONMENT
We appreciate dedicated and
knowledgeable employees and support
their professional and personal growth.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
The Roaring Fork Gorge has been a special place to residents and visitors
of Pitkin County for well over a century. The planning area is comprised of
eight different public properties, two fishing easements, two conservation
easements and a trail easement. The public enjoyment of this area started in
1969, with the Denver and Western Rio Grande Railroad right of way being
given to the County and it continues to expand, most recently with the addition of the Gold Butte property. The terrain varies greatly, from the bottom
of the river gorge to the sage flats and shale slopes above. With that comes
a diversity of vegetation, habitats, geologic features and user experiences.
The gorge is also a key wildlife corridor, linking Sky Mountain Park to the
Roaring Fork River, Red Mountain and Woody Creek Drainage.

Planning Area Map is located in
Appendix A

Every year more and more recreational users are drawn to the Gorge’s
unique amenities. Over 1,000 people are expected to reside in the communities currently connected to the Gorge, via the Stein Trail, with in the next
decade. With each season we continue to see the user numbers increase
and requests for the use of the resources continue to evolve. Six of the eight
gorge properties have never had a management plan to guide their future.
The purpose of the Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan is to embrace the
strong public history, diversity of uses, habitats and experiences and create
a comprehensive guide for the future. We began by taking an inventory
of all the existing conditions and hosting a series of public meetings to understand the users’ needs. We then evaluated all we had learned looking at
the opportunities, constraints, existing issues and public comments. Using
this information we developed a draft plan, including management actions
for the future of the gorge. The draft plan was out for 2 months of public
comment and we revied and listened to all we recievd. Staff then revised
the draft plan, based on the comments received, to develop the final plan.

1.2 History of the Roaring Fork Gorge

View of the Gorge in 1887

View of the Gorge today
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Historic image of flume from 1900

Flume location today

The Roaring Fork River descends out of Aspen, Colorado through a narrow gorge cleft between buttes of red and
gold. The canyon was spared from development due to its dramatic geology. Over the last several million years,
the Sawatch range has risen some 26,000 feet up a major fault line across the mouth of the canyon, which has
literally flipped Red Butte onto its back.   The oldest rocks lie on the top of Red Butte, creating a geologic anomaly.    
Human history within the gorge is marked most significantly by the former grade of the Aspen Branch of the Denver
and Rio Grande Railroad. This route was hastily carved into the canyon during the great race with the Midland
to be first into Aspen in 1887.   The Rio Grande had reached Carbondale on October 13 of that year, as the Midland
was still fighting its way over Hagerman Pass.   With astonishing speed, the Rio Grande RR laid track up our valley
and through the gorge, reaching Aspen by October 27, 1887.   The entire town of Aspen turned out to meet the first
train, while a local brewery took a wagonload of beer to the workers. According to Judge Deane, the “miners set
off enough giant powder to bore a mile of tunnel.” (Roaring Fork Valley by Shoemaker 1958) The great train race
was more recently the subject of an historical fiction titled “The Road to Riches; The Great Railroad Race to Aspen.”
(2003 by Clamp and Adams)
Young Jim Markalunas rode up the rails in 1939, and recalls being Aspen-bound from Woody Creek:

“As we entered the narrow canyon below Aspen close to the turbid river,
in my imagination the train seemed to be a ship at sea tossed into waves
foaming and cracking onto a rocky shore. Leaning far out the window to
view the locomotive drivers in motion, I envisioned the paddles of a stern
wheeler on a flood-swollen river, when suddenly, my mother grabbed me by
the pant’s belt and hauled me back into my seat. The canyon walls changed
from a gray slate to red maroon at the mouth of Maroon Creek, where large
boulders and overhanging trees pressed the turbulent river into a dark and
narrow gorge. Slowing to a crawl, our little train slowly moved, its wheels
squeaking as the flanges rubbed against the track…    As we slowly passed
Maroon Creek, an opening to the south revealed a large steel bridge, spanning a clear stream and framing the craggy slopes of Pyramid Peak. A
short mile later, Castle Creek, another stream lined with cottonwoods,
opened up a vista of Aspen Mountain…” (Aspen memories by Jim Markalu-

nas 2010)
In 1969, the rails were removed, making way to the Rio Grande Trail. In that year, the Rio Grande Railroad Company
Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan
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gifted its right of way above the Woody Creek crossing to Pitkin County.  This was the first in a long series of Pitkin
County land acquisitions that set the stage for our management of the gorge itself. The railroad grade is today the
most popular recreational asset owned by Pitkin County, beckoning walkers, equestrians and cyclists on a journey
downvalley through the Roaring Fork Gorge, and onward to a 42-mile journey to the confluence of the Roaring Fork
with the mighty Colorado River in Glenwood Springs.
Along the journey, Slaughterhouse Falls on the Roaring Fork River proves an irresistible stopping point. The trail
affords an eagle’s eye view of boaters and kayakers as they negotiate the plunge. The iconic waterfall also graced
the album cover for John Denver’s breakthrough album, “Rocky Mountain High.” The hit song of the same name
has since become one of Colorado’s official state songs. John Denver resided in the Aspen area until his death in
1997 and supported many environmental causes, including the Windstar Foundation in Old Snowmass.

Rocky Mountain High Album Cover

Ranger Moe Today

The next large land acquisition occurred in 1993, when the local airport needed to purchase land from the Paepcke
family to extend the runway of the Aspen-Pitkin County Airport.   The Paepcke ranch included a significant reach
of the lower gorge.   Not wanting to sell their flat lands without the inclusion of this canyon, the county turned to
its open space program for an open space/airport partnership. In the end, the purchase of the lower gorge was
funded by open space as part of this deal.
The other large acquisition occurred in 2000 when the Stein family obtained certain development approvals for its
ranch just off the upper reach of McLain Flats Road. The upper gorge was dedicated to the county and adopted
by Open Space and Trails at that time.
The two transactions secured pieces of the gorge that capture not only Aspen’s railroad history, but its ranching
heritage. The Airport Ranch Open Space was once part of Timothy C. Stapleton’s 1881 homestead, where he and
successive generations raised cattle, potatoes and other crops and livestock, including hogs along the river bottom where the Aspen Consolidated Sanitation District treatment plant operates today. Aspen old-timers remember the spot as the “hog pasture.”

Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan
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The gorge also carried a road in an out of Aspen before present-day Highway 82 existed. Timothy Stapleton’s
great-grandson, David E. Stapleton, born in Aspen in 1934, recalls the days when only the Midland Railroad tracks
followed the route that now takes motorists through the roundabout, across Maroon Creek and past golf courses,
the Aspen Business Center, Buttermilk and the airport, en route to Basalt. Picking one’s way along the railroad
tracks and over the Maroon Creek trestle was the quickest way to walk between town and the Stapleton ranch, he
recalled. The Midland was no longer running trains on the tracks by then, he said.
Travelers heading down the valley out of Aspen followed an unpaved route involving Smuggler Street and Power
Plant Road to Cemetery Lane. One could then head across the Roaring Fork River at Slaughterhouse (Cemetery
Lane) Bridge and follow McLain Flats Road on the east side of the gorge or, staying west of the gorge, follow a
road to the south of Red Butte, through the Maroon Creek gorge and up to Stage Road, which still exists. Stage
Road cut north and then west, crossing the Midland tracks onto what is now airport property, becoming Ken Mark
Lane as it followed roughly the path of what is now the Owl Creek Trail west of the airport before cutting northeast
across the Stapleton’s ranch and traversing into the gorge from a point just south of where Tom Sardy would later
build a house.    When the dirt road reached the river, it crossed a flat bridge with a wood deck (the abutments still
exist on either side of the river) and followed an old road alignment that still exists along the river to Jaffee Park
and on to Woody Creek, according to Stapleton.
Ranches also dotted the east side of the gorge. Among them was the Stein Ranch, purchased by Henry and
Marge Stein in 1946; which became the family’s home in 1952; and a portion of the property is now the Red Butte
Ranch Open Space.

Gold Butte in 1968

Gold Butte Today
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Henry pioneered the use of gravity-fed sprinklers
in the valley after construction of “Henry’s Lake”
above the ranch, fed by the Red Mountain Ditch,
and raised cattle until the challenges of wintering
the animals at Aspen’s elevation inspired them to
pursue a simpler operation, in which cows were
brought in each spring. Like many area ranchers, the Steins drove their cattle to Woody Creek,
where they were loaded onto a train and shipped
out at the end of each summer season.
Henry Stein and Fritz Benedict were founders of
the Park Trust Ltd., a land trust that would later
become Aspen Valley Land Trust, Colorado’s
oldest private land trust. Stein donated the
1.57-acre Fisherman’s Park to the Land Trust in
1972; it is but one of many revered spots in the
gorge that were once part of the family’s holdings. Upon Stein’s death in 1981, the park was
renamed Henry Stein Park.
“My father was extremely civic-minded, but he
never wanted his name on anything,” recalled
his daughter, Mary (Stein) Dominick. “He just
thought things like that were needed. He never
took credit for things.”
View of Stein home and Marjorie’s Pond in 1950 Mary Dominick
Stein Bridge, a popular crossing of the Roaring
Fork between the Aspen Airport Business Center
and the Rio Grande Trail, was placed there by Stein when he lost his office space in Aspen and moved shop to
space at what is now the AABC.    He wanted to ride his horse between the ranch and the new office, and also to
provide fishing access on each side of the river. He found the bridge sitting around unused in Emma and had it
hauled up the Rio Grande Trail, later conveying it to the county for a dollar.

Stein Riverside Park, Red Butte, Gold Butte and Stein Falls (also known as Sewer Falls), are all elements of the
family’s former ranch, while the small pond opposite the Rio Grande Trail from Slaughterhouse Falls was known
in the family as Marjorie’s Pond.    Henry used to have it stocked with trout for fishing, according to Mary (Stein)
Dominick.

Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan
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1.3 Process and Public Involvement
The properties in the Roaring Fork Gorge have a long history of being an accessible public asset, making the public’s involvement in the development of a management plan all that more important. Eight different Open Houses
were held prior to the draft plan development.   Each was focused on a specific user group in order for staff to
spend time understanding the different concerns and requests. Open House meetings were hosted for: Walk/Hike/
Run/Nordic Ski, Commuters, Road Bikers, Mountain Bike/Cross Bike, Equestrians, Anglers, Boaters and Adjacent
Residents of the North40/ABA/Burlingame areas. On July 4th, OST staff also had a booth in the project area to
solicit public feedback. A project website was updated with the Open House comment maps, and site visitors were
encouraged to provide feedback through an online survey or through commenting on the Open House blog. Ads
ran in the local newspapers and on local radio stations promoting the project, the Open Houses, the website and
the request for the public to participate in the planning process.

All comments were taken from the Open House maps,
consolidated onto one map and posted online

Open House attendees write comments on project area maps.

Maps with comments from Open Houses are located in
Appendix B.

The draft plan had a 2-month comment period with three
Open Houses and one public site tour. We kicked the
comment period off with a large newspaper wrap promoting the project. The public has the ability to comment at the meetings or on the project website. Ads for
the open houses and Draft plan comment period were
run in both papers and on the radio. We received formal
comment letters from: The Roaring Fork Conservancy,
The Aspen Snowmass Nordic Council, The Roaring Fork
Mountain Bike Association and the City of Aspen Open
Space and Trails Board. All of the feedback was gathered and the draft plan was revised accordingly.
Appendix B contains comment maps from the Open
Houses, Public Comments gathered during both phases
of outreach and the formal comment letters from the
above mentioned organizations.

Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan
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2. Existing Conditions
The Roaring Fork Gorge properties are roughly 400 acres comprised of a variety of natural and manmade features
providing a diversity of habitats, environments, recreational opportunities and experiences. The following sections
give an overview of the existing publicly owned properties, pertinent plans and site conditions. A map of all the
properties in the planning area can be found in Appendix A.

2.1 Properties, Conservation and Recreation Easements

The Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Corridor
Pitkin County was given the portion of the Denver Rio Grande Railroad right of way, from Woody Creek to
Aspen, in 1969. 78 acres of it bisects the entire project area and currently holds the Rio Grande Trail.
Stein Park
Stein Park, also known as Fisherman’s Park, was donated to Aspen Valley Land Trust in 1972 by Henry Stein.
The 1.57 acres is managed by the City of Aspen and is one of the major trailheads for the Rio Grande Trail into
the Roaring Fork Gorge. It also has a busy, spring boat launch and is a popular area to picnic.
Stein Bridge
The late Henry L. Stein conveyed the Stein Bridge
over the Roaring Fork River, as well an easement
for the Stein Trail, to Pitkin County for one dollar
in 1973. He had previously moved the span from
Emma to the spot to connect Stein lands on either
side of the river. During a dedication at the snowy
site on Dec. 31, 1973, Stein said: “This foot, ski
and horse bridge, crossing the beautiful Roaring
Fork River, was made possible by the consistent
policies of the County Commissioners.”

Stein Bridge Dedication in 1974
Mary Dominick
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Stein Riverside Park
Stein Riverside Park is 2.62 acres. It encompasses a small section of the Stein Trail and then the steep hillside below
the storage units in the AABC.
Wilton Jaffee Sr. Park
Jaffee Park is 36 acres and holds a parking area, boat ramp, restrooms and currently connects the Rio Grande Trail
to the AspenMass Trail. There is also a river bottom trail leading upriver from Jaffee Park, following the old stage
road toward Aspen.
Airport Ranch
Airport Ranch Open Space is 192 acres including the sage flats, across Hwy. 82 from the Aspen-Pitkin
County Airport, down the steep slopes to the Roaring River bottom and back up the east side of the river, connecting to Hwy. 82.  This property provides popular fishing access points to the river.
Red Butte Ranch
Red Butte Ranch Open Space is 90 acres including about .3 miles of the Rio Grande corridor above Stein
Park and the river canyon leaving Stein Park heading downvalley.
Mills Open Space
Mills Open Space is 32 acres jointly owned by the City of Aspen and Pitkin County. The property, located
across the Roaring Fork from Jaffee Park, includes the river bottom and the west slope to the bench above.
Gold Butte
Gold Butte has its own Management Plan, that was completed in 2013. It encompasses the climbing area between
the Rio Grande Trail and McLain Flats Road near the Sunnyside Trail parking area.
Moore Property Fishing Easement
A non-exclusive fishing easement following the river through the Moore’s property and extending 5 feet above the
high water mark on the property along the bank.  This fishing easement provides public access along the river between two pieces of the Airport Ranch Open Space.
Aspen Consolidated Sanitation District Fishing Easement
A non-exclusive fishing easement paralleling the river and extending 5 feet above high water line.  This fishing easement provides public access along the river between the Airport Ranch Open Space and the Mills Open Space.
Holy Cross Trail Easement
The Holy Cross Trail Easement is a 12 foot public trail easement lying between the AABC and the Roaring Fork River.
The Holy Cross Trail Easement holds the Stein Trail.
Stein/Red Butte Ranch Open Space Conservation Easement
The Stein / Red Butte Ranch Conservation Easement consists of four conservation parcels located along the Rio
Grande Trail. Additional infrastructure including trail connections and bridges must be approved by the Grantee,
Aspen Valley Land Trust.
Deer Hill/Park Trust Exemption Conservation Easement
The Deer Hill Conservation Easement is comprised of 100 acres, including a small portion which crosses the gorge.
New trails and connections consistent with the City of Aspen Resource Management Plan are permitted. Aspen
Valley Land Trust, as the Grantee, must review any activity.
Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan
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2.2 Existing Plans, Policies and Codes

Wilton Jaffee Sr. Park
Management Plan

Numerous existing plans and codes apply to portions, or all of, the Roaring
Fork Gorge Planning Area. Their pertinent language ranges from providing
long-term visions and goals to very specific code language.  The following
provides a brief summary of the plans, codes and how they apply to the
Roaring Fork Gorge.
1990 City of Aspen Pedestrian Walkway and Bikeway System Plan
Aspen’s Ped/Bike Plan identifies and formalizes major pedestrian and bicycle routes, including the existing trail network as well as city streets and
corridors that are utilized by both pedestrians and bicyclists. The plan also
identifies standards for different types of trails and urban routes, including
soft-surface trails, paved trails and pedestrian roadway crossings.
2003 Wilton Jaffee Sr. Park Management Plan
Jaffee Park’s Management Plan was completed in 2003 and set management actions and regulations for the park. The plan called for the continued
monitoring of commercial and non-commercial use to evaluate impacts and
determine if actions were needed to maintain the resource, specifically the
riparian area.
2008 Pitkin County Nordic Trails Plan
The Nordic Trails Plan outlines future trail improvements in the Aspen-Snowmass Nordic Trail System and mid-Roaring Fork Valley, and establishes operations goals and guidelines for maintaining the trail system and facilities.
Goals of the plan include linking urban and semi-urban centers to the Nordic Trail System. It also identified a long-term opportunity of grooming the
gentle terrain in the W/J area and linking to the Rio Grande Trail.

June 2003
Pitkin County Open Space and Trails

Pitkin County
Nordic Trails Plan

Adopted by the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners
January 9, 2008

PITKIN COUNTY
OPEN SPACE
AND TRAILS
OTHER
POWER-DRIVEN
MOBILITY DEVICE
MANAGEMENT PLAN
July 21st, 2011

2011 OPDMD Management Plan
The OPDMD Management Plan addresses where Other Power Driven Mobility Devices are allowed on OST properties and what the design requirements
are for devices in areas where they are allowed. The Rio Grande Trail falls
under a “restricted” designation.
		
2011 Visitor Use Survey
The 2011 Visitor Use Survey, conducted by Open Space Trails, helped gauge
who uses the system, how they use the system, and their thoughts and comments on the program. At that time, 90% of those who responded wanted
to see a hard-surface trail connection between Aspen and the Rio Grande
Trail downvallley.
2011 User Survey Results
Analysis

Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan
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2012 Recreation Inventory and Analysis
The 2012 Recreation Inventory and Analysis reviewed and mapped all known
OST recreation related assets, identified gaps in the system and set goals for
the future of the system. Goal 6 of the plan is to create a “Dual-surface trail
from the Rio Grande Trail intersection with McLain Flats Road into the City of
Aspen, finishing the connection of Aspen to Glenwood Springs”.

PITKIN COUNTY
OPEN SPACE
AND TRAILS
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2012 Roaring Fork Watershed Plan
The Roaring Fork Watershed Plan establishes goals and recommendations in
regional water management, surface water, groundwater, water quality,¬« and
riparian and stream habitat.
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2012 Rio Grande Trail Connection Engineering Feasibility Study
The 2012 Rio Grande Trail Connection Engineering Feasibility Study evaluated different options to connect the existing, downvalley, hard-surface Rio
Grande into Aspen, while maintaining a soft-surface route as well. Evaluated
options included: a sustainable soft surface, climbing lanes on McLain Flats
Road, hard surface on the Rio Grande platform and different locations to
bridge the gorge and bring a hard surface trail through the AABC area.

0.05 0.1

2013 Gold Butte Management Plan
Gold Butte Management Plan was adopted in the summer of 2013 and defines the management and regulation of the climbing area.
2013 West of Maroon Master Plan (DRAFT)
The West of Maroon Master Plan provides land-use guidance for the area
between the west bank of Maroon Creek and the northwest end of the Aspen-Pitkin County Airport, along the Highway 82 corridor – the “gateway” to
Aspen. This includes: future uses and decisions related to the location and
scale of development, preserving scenic qualities and coordinating transportation decisions with future development patterns. The DRAFT plan calls for
areas of preserved open space on Airport Ranch Open Space, trails connections between residential areas and recreational and commuter trails, improved trail connections between the Rio and the AABC, and protection of the
view corridor from the Rio Grande Trail.

Miles
0.2

0
0.125
OPTION 1: SUSTAINABLE SOFT SURFACE

0.25

Miles
0.5

Make essential repairs to existing Rio Grande Trail (RGT) alignment
to create a sustainable soft surface. No hard surface on the RGT or
McLain Flats Road.

OPTION 2: MCLAIN FLATS CLIMBING LANES
Add climbing lanes along McLain Flats Road on both up-hill sections
(W/J Hill and above Stein Park) with the soft surface improvements
from Option 1.

OPTION 3A: RGT FULL WIDTH UPGRADE
Create a full width dual surface trail upgrade to existing Rio
Grande Trail alignment.

OPTION 3B: RGT PARTIAL WIDTH UPGRADE
Create a reduced width dual surface trail to fit within the existing
Rio Grande Trail bench.

OPTION 4: HARD SURFACE CONNECTION TO AABC
Add a dual surface connection from W/J Hill along the existing RGT
to the Shale Bluffs where a bridge will take the hard surface into the
Aspen Airport Business Center (AABC). The soft surface would
continue into Aspen on the existing RGT.
For more info and to provide feedback, please visit:

www.pitkincountyRGT.org

Title 12 of the Pitkin County Code
All properties and trails managed by Pitkin County Open Space and Trails
are subject to the regulations set forth in Title 12 of the Pitkin County Code.
Management Plans can set regulations or terms for specific properties.
Special Event Codes
Codes pertaining to Special Events are currently found in Pitkin County Land
Use Code Section 4-30-50(i) and in the City of Aspen Municipal Code Section
14-20.
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2.3 Geology and Hydrology
The Roaring Fork Gorge is a fascinating array of geologic features. At one time the valleys around Aspen were covered by glaciers slowly leaving layers of rock and soil called moraines. As the glaciers receded, the Roaring Fork
River began to slowly erode the moraines, leaving behind features like Gold and Red Butte and sculpting out the
Roaring Fork Gorge. The river washed away the soil leaving behind large, rounded glacial boulders that are still visible along the banks of the river. You can even look up at Gold Butte today and see a large glacial erratic left behind.
A few, small faults run through this area, part of the Castle Creek Fault Zone, and are responsible for the upturned
block of Red Butte and the raised outcrop of Mancos shale interrupting the moraine material.
In addition to the Roaring Fork River, other hydrologic features have helped shape the gorge. Maroon Creek feeds
into the River along the west side of Red Butte. Owl Creek feeds in from southwest. Slaughterhouse Gulch and
Gavin Gulch, along with a few other unnamed intermittent streams, flow down from McLain Flats and Red Mountain.   
A waterfall flows year round, now referred to as Sewer Falls, due to it locale above the sewer plant.   Snowmelt and
summer downpours often create flows down the northern slopes, eroding material, especially the Mancos Shale.

Glacial erratic on the top of Gold Butte.
Mudslides in summer of 2012

2.4 Vegetation
A vegetation report, identifying plant communities, was created for the Airport Ranch Open Space in 2004. The
report identified a rich array of plant communities from the wooded riparian corridor to the upland shrublands and
the sagebrush flats, heavily influenced by the elevation and aspect diversity of the property.  Items of note from
the report include the presence of a narrowleaf cottonwood-blue spruce,thinleaf alder Riparian Woodland, which is
tracked by the Colorado National Heritage Program. This plant group has been found in other locations in the state
but most of these stands have been highly degraded due to changes in hydrology and adjacent land use. Much of
the historic riparian vegetation in the Roaring Fork River Valley has been altered and fragmented and this stretch
has become one of the few larger intact sections. It is now considered a sizeable stand of great conservation value.
A small, riverside wetland was found just off the Airport Ranch Open Space, on the Moore property; it included a
population of the green bog orchid.
The areas of Gambel oak/Utah service berry along the steep riverbanks have very low weed cover and therefore
have a very high conservation value, as it becomes increasingly difficult to find similar areas around the West that
are not seriously impacted by noxious weeds. One of the biggest threats to the area’s conservation value is the
proliferation of “river access trails” as they are prime areas for weed invasion and erode soils on the steep, riverside
slopes.  The report says efforts should be made to minimize any further sources of impact on the areas of significant
conservation value.
A map for the existing vegetation report can be found in Appendix D.
Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan
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2.5 Wildlife
No formal wildlife surveys have been conducted on the entire Roaring
Fork Gorge, but from informal surveys and observations, it is evident
that many species of wildlife utilize the gorge as habitat. Since much
of the property contains intact native vegetation, the wildlife species
normally associated with these plant communities occur on these
properties. Wildlife species that are regularly observed in the gorge
include mule deer, elk, foxes, coyotes, red-tailed hawks, bald eagles
in the winter, and black bears.
Hummingbird

The Roaring Fork Gorge is part of a large winter concentration area for mule deer that has been identified by the
Colorado Division of Wildlife. Mule deer are the most common species seen in the gorge and vegetation surveys
have monitored the impacts of browsing deer. Rocky Mountain elk can be seen on the property accessing the river
and traversing across the property to access critical habitat. On Highway 82 just north of Owl Creek is a wildlife
underpass that is heavily utilized by mule deer and elk.
The riparian and mountain shrub habitat supports a variety of neotropical migratory and resident bird species, including green-tailed and spotted towhees, yellow and yellow-rumped warblers, black-capped and mountain chickadees, song and chipping sparrows, cordilleran flycatchers, and red-breasted and white-breasted nuthatches.  Along
the Roaring Fork River there are many species of ducks that include common mergansers and mallards, Canada
geese, and American dippers. Great-horned owls, red-tailed and Cooper’s hawks, and kestrels prey upon the many
bird and rodent species while the bald eagles that perch on the large cottonwoods prey on the healthy fish populations in the river. Black bears are seen along the river and in the mountain shrub habitat searching for acorns and
berries, and on the upland benches and mountain shrub communities foxes and coyotes can be seen hunting for
rabbits, voles and ground squirrels.
Beavers are active along the Roaring Fork River through the gorge.  Beavers influence riparian plant communities
more than any other species of wildlife and are a necessary component of healthy riparian ecosystems. In the
gorge, beavers do not dam the river, since the Roaring Fork flows too fast through this section, but they cut off
branches and fell shrubs and trees that they collect for food, which helps regenerate these species in the gorge and
other areas downstream.
The entire Roaring Fork River has been identified as “wild trout water,” as its fish population is sustained by wild,
reproducing trout, according to Colorado Parks and Wildlife. The Roaring Fork River is home to rainbow, brown and
to a lesser degree brook trout and is popular among anglers. This section of the river may contain State Species of
Concern - Colorado River cutthroat trout and/or northern leopard frog. No federal endangered or threatened species
occur in the gorge.

Brown Trout
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2.6 Recreational Use
The Roaring Fork Gorge is a popular recreational destination and sees heavy use, particularly during the summer
months. A variety of opportunities currently exist, from the river to the trail to the recently opened rock climbing
area; the gorge has become a prominent recreational destination minutes from downtown Aspen.
2.6.1 Boating
Those boating or floating the Roaring Fork River enjoy the challenge in the beautiful setting, minutes from
downtown Aspen. Rafting and kayaking are the most popular uses. Rafting is mainly a spring season
activity on this stretch of the river, as water levels drop by mid-summer, with boaters putting in at Stein Park
and usually pulling out at Jaffee Park or Wingo Bridge. Activities like tubing and paddle boarding continue
to grow in popularity and are able to sustain a longer season on the river. It is not uncommon, especially as
water levels drop, to see river users portaging their vessels around shallower sections of water, climbing up
and down the slopes alongside the river to access the Rio Grande or Stein Trail.
Commercial operators using the Stein Park and/or Jaffee Park boat launches are required to hold permits
with the City of Aspen and Pitkin County Open Space and Trails. On average, 1,000 commercial users have
boated this stretch of river annually in recent years. The total commercial user days for one season is limited
to 8,000. Appendix E contains a map of the river.
Boaters head over Slaughterhouse Falls

Angler in the bottom of the gorge

2.6.2 Angling
The Roaring Fork Gorge is a popular stretch of river for anglers looking for a “wilderness” feeling that is
close to town. The northeast bank of the lower gorge bottom is easily accessed from Jaffee Park from where
anglers can walk roughly 1.3 miles upriver. The southwest bank of the river is accessed from the intercept
lot, parking areas along Hwy 82 or the fisherman parking at the Aspen Animal Shelter.   The trails down are
steep, eroding and are difficult to navigate.   Rainbow and brown trout are the main reason anglers fish this
stretch of river, though cutthroat and the occasional brook trout can be pulled from this stretch. This area
is very popular with fishing guide companies; they are currently not required to hold a permit with Pitkin
County or the City of Aspen. At the urging of the angling public, the Roaring Fork between McFarlane Creek
above Aspen down to the upper Woody Creek bridge – a reach that includes the gorge – is limited to fishing
with artificial flies only. In addition, all trout must be returned to the water immediately, according to state
regulations. Both limitations are aimed at protecting the fishing resource.  
Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan
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2.6.3 Rio Grande Trail
This stretch of the Rio Grande Trail is one of OST’s most heavily used assets. The section of trail in Stein
Park is asphalt, 10 feet wide, and then turns to a crusher-fine surface at the north edge of Stein Park, as the
trail enters the gorge. The 4.2 miles of Rio Grande Trail between Stein Park and the intersection with McLain
Flats Road is a crusher-fine surface varying in widths from 8 feet to 12 feet.  This section of trail is ADA accessible, although rockfall and mudslides can create hazards or increase cross-slopes. As a result, the trail
may not meet guidelines until maintenance takes place.
This segment of Rio Grande Trail averages a little over 600
users a day during the busy summer months. On July 5th
of this year, we saw over 1,000 users on this section of
trail. Summer uses include hikers, bikers, runners and
equestrians. Boaters will also use the Rio Grande Trail for
scouting and portaging, while anglers will walk it to access the river. Trail congestion occurs in areas with points
of interest, such as the waterfall (Sewer Falls) and Slaughterhouse Falls, mainly in the upper 1.5 miles. Biking from
Aspen to the Woody Creek Tavern for lunch is a very popular excursion during the summer months and, therefore,
around noon is the busiest time of day on the trail.

Rio Grande Trail users

In the winter months we average about 40 users a day on this section of trail. Winter users includes nordic
skiers, walkers, runners and occasional snow bikes. The trail is groomed for nordic skiing in the winter. It
is one of the few groomed trails where dogs are allowed, on a leash.
Sections of the soft surface trail are in need of repair.  The lower 2 miles of trail are due for crusher fine replacement, as pockets of gravel have developed out of the crusher fines.  Mudslides/rockfall, in the upper 2
miles are an ongoing issue and are dealt with on a case-by-case basis. In the winter, the rockfall can cause
problems for the nordic groomer.  It is can also be difficult to maintain snow on the trail in front of the shale
bluffs, as the heat from the shale radiates onto the trail.

Appendix F contains user statistics from peak winter use and summer use months.

Nordic skier on the Rio in Winter
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2.6.4 Stein Trail
Stein Trail is the connection between the AABC/Burlingame/North 40 areas and the Rio Grande Trail. Stein
Trail leaves the Rio Grande Trail as a steep single track to the Stein Bridge over the Roaring Fork River. The
trail from the Stein Bridge to the Sanitation Plant is an 8 foot wide crusherfines path that is in good condition. The trail from the Sanitation Plan to the AABC was formally a very steep eroded trail to a staircase
leading up to North 40 and a steep singletrack trail leading to the south side of the AABC.
A project to improve the stormwater runoff of the AABC was started in 2013 and will lead to the realignments
of some of these trail segments. The Stein Bridge is in need of new abutments and the current trail connection to the Rio does not have sustainable grades, making it difficult to bike or to push a stroller on.
2.6.5 Climbing/Ice Climbing
Gold Butte is the major climbing area in the gorge and is covered by the 2013 Gold Butte Management Plan.
Ice climbing does occur on the Sewer Falls waterfall in a cold winter. At this time, very limited climbing occurs on the major rock feature, dubbed Hanging Rock, which overhangs the trail just downvalley from Gold
Butte.

2.7 Adjacent Uses

The Roaring Fork Gorge Planning Area is approximately 4 miles long and .3 miles wide, at its widest. West
of the planning area is the main gateway into Aspen. It includes the Aspen-Pitkin County Airport, the Aspen
Airport Business Center (AABC), and Buttermilk Ski Area. Two dense, affordable housing areas exist: The
North 40 and Burlingame, along with many residential units in the AABC. These areas are expected to house
over a 1,000 people in the next decade. Snowmass Village lies west of the planning area, connected by the
Brush Creek Trail, as does Cozy Point Ranch, connected by the AspenMass Trail. Upvalley of the planning
area, the Rio Grande Trail continues into town on the boundary between the homes of the West End and Red
Mountain neighborhoods. McLain Flats borders the east side of the planning area, comprised of large, horse
estate properties. The Rio Grande Trail continues south past the W/J neighborhoods, heading downvalley
through Woody Creek, eventually connecting to the downvalley communities of Basalt, Carbondale, and
Glenwood Springs.
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2.8 Regional Trail Connections
The Roaring Fork Gorge is a destination but it is also a key link in the greater regional trail system. The 42-mile Rio
Grande Trail runs between Glenwood Springs and Aspen, via the Roaring Fork Gorge, connecting the communities
of Carbondale, El Jebel, Basalt and Woody Creek along the way. The planning area encompasses 4.2 miles, including one of the most beautiful stretches of the trail. After this summer, all but these 4.2 miles of trail will have a hardsurface component. Recreating on the regional trail is a popular activity in the summer and the trail is a crucial link
between communities for bike commuters.
The Brush Creek Trail connects Snowmass Village to the Intercept Lot where it meets the AspenMass Trail. The
AspenMass provides a very steep connection from the Intercept Lot down to Jaffee Park. Both the Brush Creek Trail
and the AspenMass trail have a hard surface and most of the Brush Creek Trail also has a soft surface component.
These trails provide a key equestrian link between the city-owned Cozy Point Ranch and Jaffee Park/Rio Grande Trail
area. Most of the Brush Creek Trail meets ADA standards but the AspenMass Trail has an extremely steep segment
which is difficult for most riders to bike up, let alone meet ADA grades.  This steep, paved segment is also a barrier
for many equestrian riders.
Jaffee Park has two trail connections to the Rio Grande Trail.  The first is the Jaffee Connector Trail, soft- surface trail
that climbs up from the end of Jaffee Park to meet the Rio Grande Trail. There is also a trail that leaves Jaffee Park
and follows the historic stage road along the river, heading upvalley. A user-created singletrack trail provides the
connection between the Stage Road trail and the Rio Grande Trail on the sage flats above.  Both trail connections to
the Rio from Jaffee Park are a soft surface and are too steep to meet ADA requirements.
The Cemetery Lane Trail is a hard-surface trail connecting the Rio Grande Trail, in Stein Park, to the roundabout on
Hwy. 82.
The AABC/Burlingame/North 40 area is connected into the City of Aspen via the AABC Trail, a hard-surface connection that meets ADA grades and has limited road crossings thanks to underpasses installed at major intersections.
The Sunnyside Connector Trail takes off from the Rio, just downvalley of Stein Park, and connects to the Sunnyside
Trailhead on McLain Flats Road. There are also multiple user-created, singletrack trails that connect properties
along McLain Flats Road to the Rio. These routes are mainly used by equestrians. The Gold Butte Management
Plan also calls for one trail connection from the Rio to the lower climbing areas on the Butte.
Stein Trail connection

Sunnyside Trail connection
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2.9 Parking
There are two main parking areas for those wishing to drive to the Roaring Fork Gorge: Jaffee Park and Stein Park.
Multiple smaller pullout parking areas exist along Hwy. 82 to allow fisherman access to the southwest riverbank.  
The Intercept Lot also provides fishing and trail access.    The Sunnyside Trail parking lot along McLain Flats Road
can also be used for Gold Butte and access into the gorge.
Jaffee Park’s parking area currently does not have an ADA-designated spot or any designated trailer parking. Commercial rafting companies are not allowed to park long term in the lot and are only supposed to use the area when
loading or unloading. Equestrian use is limited by not having trailer designated parking areas.
The Stein Park parking lot is a busy, congested place.  In summer months, it will often fill up first thing in the morning and remain full and busy most of the day. Users begin to park in undesignated spots, the boater drop-off area
and along the county road. The lot does have a designated ADA spot but it would not accommodate an unassisted
ADA user and would not provide for an ADA van. The parking lot is also the unloading area for boaters. During the
peak season, this can mean a constant stream of boaters unloading in the already crowded parking area. Although
winter months are quieter than the busy summer season, it is not uncommon to see the parking lot full all day,
especially on a gorgeous winter day. The lot currently has 10 parking spaces including the designated accessible
parking spot.

Stein parking lot on a summer day
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2.10 Signage, Memorials and Amenities
Signage in the Roaring Fork Gorge varies from labeling properties to regulatory signage to a series of solar
system interpretive panels. OST does have guidelines for signage but they do not cover all scenarios and sign
consistency often strays from the guidelines. Stein Park, managed by the City of Aspen, has the only locator map
for the gorge area.
There is a handful of memorials in the gorge currently, mainly benches. OST has a moratorium on new memorials unless specifically called for in a management plan.  The City of Aspen has a memorial tree program.    
Other amenities of the gorge include: trash receptacles, dog pots, benches, and picnic tables. Trash receptacles
and dog pots can be found at Stein and Jaffee Parks. Benches can be found at Stein Park, Jaffee Park, and
along the Rio at the confluence of the Roaring Fork River and Maroon Creek.  Picnic tables are located in Stein
Park. Jaffee Park had picnic tables until very recently, when they were removed due to their state of disrepair.
One of these picnic tables was a memorial, meaning its replacement is a memorial opportunity.

Examples of the existing
Signage, Memorials, and
Amenities in the Gorge.
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2.11 Points of Interest
The gorge is host to many intriguing elements. Users of the Rio Grande Trail enjoy stopping and watching boaters
run Slaughterhouse Falls or wading and taking photos at Sewer Falls. Both of these areas can become congested
with users during busy times. With the opening of the Gold Butte climbing area, it is expected that trail users will
pause to watch rock climbers above the trail.
The gorge has a very interesting geologic and railroad history, both of which lend themselves well for pertinent
interpretation of the area. Elements of the railroad’s presence still exist, from the grade to the rock cuts. The only
interpretive panels in the area were placed by the Aspen High School Astronomy Club to educate trail users on the
relative distances between the planets in our solar system from the sun.

Trail users gather at Sewer Falls

2.12 Commercial Use and Special Events
Commercial boating operations are currently the only permitted operation in the area. Climbing guides will be required to be permitted to operate on Gold Butte. Fishing guides are not currently required to hold permits from the
county. Bike rentals or other rental companies that are not dropping off clients or accompanying clients in the gorge
are not required to hold permits.
The Pitkin County Code defines special events as follows:
SPECIAL EVENTS means temporary, short-term uses of lands or structures, not otherwise permitted by the
applicable zoning regulations. Special Events include, but are not limited to(i) public events intended for
amusement or entertainment (e.g., concerts, festivals), (ii) fund
raising or non-commercial events for non-profit religious, educational, or community service organizations,
and (iii) foot and bike races.
Special Events are required to be permitted through
Pitkin County and/or the City of Aspen. Pitkin County is currently beginning to review how the Special
Event permitting process works currently and if
there is room for improvement.

Race event on the Rio Grande Trail
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3. Opportunities, Constraints, Existing Issues and Public Comments
Input has been gathered regarding the properties located in the Roaring Fork Gorge from County and City Staff,
consultants and members of the public. Topics have been divided into: Property Ownership, Natural Resources,
Recreational Use, Parking, Amenities, and Commercial Use.

3.1 Property Ownership

Property Ownership Opportunities
 The 6 open space properties in the Roaring Fork Gorge contain 400 acres of contiguous, publicly
owned land, connected by regional trails and allowing natural resource and recreation planning
to occur at a larger scale.
Property Ownership Constraints and Issues
 There are four major properties in Roaring Fork Gorge that are not publicly owned. Three of
these properties look as if they are part of the greater conglomerate of public lands.
 The private in holdings create gaps in the trail planning and holes in the natural resource planning.
Public Comments on Property Ownership
 During Open House meetings, citizens drew their current use and potential future use on large
maps of the area. Trails were drawn on lands that are not currently public.
 Members of the public specifically called out areas to obtain trail easements or purchase properties.

3.2 Natural Resources

Natural Resource Opportunities
 The diversity of the natural resources in the gorge (geology, water, vegetation, wildlife) creates
an interesting and varied habitat for both people and wildlife.
 Due to the contiguous public properties, comprehensive natural resource planning can occur.
 The railroad scars have been left untouched; there are opportunities for restoration.
 A Hwy 82 wildlife underpass connects the Roaring Fork Gorge to Sky Mountain Park, providing
an important migration link.
Natural Resource Constraints and Issues
 The railroad grade left behind steep banks and channelized the river in places.
 Some vegetation or wildlife may be disturbed by increased recreational opportunities in the area.
 Invasion of noxious weeds could impact a healthy ecosystem and need to be monitored.

The Roaring Fork River
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Public Comment on Natural Resources
 Many members of the public said they love this
area because of the beauty of the gorge’s natural
resources.
 Concern was expressed about any expansion of
recreational amenities, especially adjacent to the
river, and the impacts it would have on the natural
beauty, vegetation and wildlife. The concerns included changes to the Rio Grande Trail and the impacts to the surrounding setting if large structures
were needed to support a change in trail surface.
Concerns were also expressed about anything
that would encourage more users in the riparian areas, such as any changes to the trail on the
old Stage Road or increased access or additional
trails to the properties along the southwest side of
the river, Airport Ranch.
 Comments were made in reference to the potential
for a new bridge; some said it would be better for
the riparian habitat if a high bridge spanned the
gorge versus a low bridge spanning just the river.
 Comments were made requesting a wildlife study
of the whole gorge area.
 Members of the public thought there were opportunities for riparian area restoration, beginning
with the riverbank right downvalley of Stein Park.

Example of user-created trail in
riparian area to the river’s edge

3.3 Recreational Use, Parking, Amenities and Commercial Use

Recreational Use, Parking, Amenities and Commercial Use Opportunities
 The lower 2 miles of the Rio Grande Trail, across the sage flats, have plenty of space to create
both a hard- and soft-surface trail.
 Jaffee Park, Stein Park, and Sunnyside Trail parking areas all have potential for well-planned
expansion.
Recreational Use, Parking, Amenities and Commercial Use Constraints and Issues
 The upper 2 miles of the Rio Grande Trail, Stein Park to Shale Bluffs, is geologically constrained
with only about 31% wide enough to accommodate a dual-surface trail without retaining walls.
 The current parking in Stein Park is often full to the point where users are parking on McLain
Flats Road. Sunnyside Trail parking is full during peak use times and Gold Butte could add to the
parking pressure.
 Jaffee Park does not currently have ADA parking or designated horse trailer parking.
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Public Comment on Recreational Use, Parking, Amenities and Commercial Use
 We received many public comments on the Rio Grande Trail surface, ranging from “do not
change anything” to “pave it.” Most people seem to be OK with a dual surface in the lower two
miles - through the sage flats.  This area is wide enough to accommodate both surface types and
doesn’t seem to hold the same aesthetic attributes as the upper two miles. The upper two miles,
Stein Park through the shale bluffs, seems to be the most contentious section of trail. Those in
favor of paving the trail feel that it is something that needs to happen since all but this section
of the Rio has a hard-surface component. Those in favor of keeping a soft-surface feel say this
section of the Rio is a very special place, with many other uses and features besides the trail and
that introducing the asphalt would create higher speed bike traffic, more road bike traffic and
change the feel of the canyon from a wild place to an urban one.

Biker heads upvalley

1986 The Aspen Times/Aspen Historical Society

 We received many comments about needing better trail connections between the Rio, the AABC
area, and Intercept Lot/Brush Creek Trail. The current trail connections are too steep for a diversity of user types and, therefore, limit who can use the trail connections. Suggested connections
included: a bridge from the Rio to the Intercept Lot/Brush Creek Trail, bridge from the Rio to the
sage flats near the Sardy home, new trail and/or bridge from the AABC to the Rio, paved path
along Hwy. 82, new trail from Rio to Jaffee Park, less-steep trail from Jaffee Park to the Intercept
Lot, and a new soft-surface/singletrack trail from Intercept Lot paralleling Hwy. 82 to the AABC.
It was also suggested that the county buy a street sweeper specifically for the maintenance of
the Hwy. 82 shoulders.
 We heard from the adjacent landowners that no matter what improvements are made the Rio
Grande Trail surface, we should not block or impede the user-created trails connecting from
properties on McLain Flats Road to the gorge.
 Multiple new trail connections were drawn on maps by members of the public, including: extension of the Stein Trail along the river to Maroon Creek, a new trail along the southwest side of the
gorge from the backside of the AABC heading west and connecting to Sky Mountain Park under
Hwy. 82 at the wildlife underpass, public connections above and below the sewer plant, singletrack networks in the Rio ROW through the sage flats, a connection from the Rio to the Skyline
Ridge Trail (Sky Mountain Park) via the wildlife underpass at Hwy. 82, a soft-surface connection
from Jaffee Park accessing Cozy Point (either through Brush Creek Trail or crossing Hwy. 82)
and completing the trail following the old Stage Road, along the river.
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 Most nordic users said they did not want to see the Rio paved. We did receive a few comments
about how the ability to roller ski on a paved trail would be a plus. Nordic trail connections were
requested from the Rio to the AABC area and to the Intercept Lot (especially if the Brush Creek
Trail is ever opened for winter use).

Billie Jo (left) and Keith Patterson skiing at Airport Ranch. Taken between
1944-1954; date uncertain. Photo
courtesy of Sonja Patterson.

 We received many comments on parking issues.  Stein Park is often full/overflowing, it does not
accommodate an ADA accessible van parking spot or an independent user ADA spot and it has
poor sight lines when leaving the parking lot, looking up Cemetery Lane. Sunnyside parking area
is also be full during peak use times. Jaffee Park parking does not have a designated ADA spot
or signed horse trailer parking. Equestrians prefer using Jaffee Park as a trailhead versus Stein
Park because they have room to turn their trailer around and avoid the heavily used section of
Rio just below Stein Park.
 Requests were made for restrooms to be ADA accessible at Stein and Jaffee Parks, for a permanent restroom to be installed at Stein Park, and for one of the restrooms at Jaffee Park to be
located near the public parking.
 Many users would like to have a water fountain at Stein Park.
 In general, users would like to see more, clear signage (but no sign pollution) throughout the
gorge and would like more outreach on trail etiquette, such as who yields to who and announcing
before passing.
 Fishing guides were open to the idea of having a commercial permitting system. Concerns were
expressed about the pressure on the resource and the number of guides coming from across the
state to fish in the gorge.  
 Many requests were made for more benches and/or picnic tables in the gorge. Users want a
place to sit and enjoy the setting.
 Anglers do not want the difficult fishing access points made any easier.  
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 Boaters were historically able to set up a slalom course between Stein Park and Slaughterhouse
Falls. They would like to preserve this ability in the future, as well as their ability to enter and
exit the river from the Rio Grande Trail.
 Boaters would also like to see improvements to the river at Stein Park, removing man-made
features created during bridge construction, to lengthen the park’s launch season. They would
also like to see the Stein Bridge raised to allow for boating during high runoff.

Kayakers Scout the Slalom Course
Photo courtesy of Burnham Arndt

4. Management Actions
The following Management Actions are to accomplish the purpose of the Roaring Fork Management Plan and to
address the opportunities, constraints and issues raised by staff and through public comment. The Management
Actions are divided into three areas: Property Ownership, Natural Resources, and Recreational Use, Parking, and
Amenities and Commercial Use and Special Use. Appendix H includes an Action Item Decision Chart which provides
addtional information of who and when future decisions regarding some of the action items will be made.

4.1 Property Ownership Management Actions

OST’s mission includes “acquiring open space properties for multiple purposes including, but not limited to, recreational, wildlife, agricultural, scenic and access purposes.” It became apparent from public feedback that there are
properties that OST should pursue for recreational, scenic, access, and wildlife purposes.
4.1.1 Acquisition of Easements and/or Fee Simple Properties
Continue to work with willing, adjacent property owners to acquire inholdings, trails easements and/
or fishing easements.  Multiple properties within the Roaring Fork Gorge planning area have been
highlighted by members of the public as properties they currently use or would like to be able to use
in the future.  Securing the public’s ability to use these properties would fill in trail gaps and create a
cohesive unit for natural resource planning.
Start Date: Ongoing
Estimated Cost: TBD
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4.2 Natural Resource Management Actions

The natural resource management actions outline the wildlife and vegetation studies and the management implications of those studies; as well as water resource actions. Wildlife and vegetation studies will continue to be updated
in order to track success or failure of the management practices.
4.2.1 Update and Expand the Natural Resource Inventory for Roaring Fork Gorge Properties
The Natural Resource Inventory will take the existing vegetation and wildlife data and expand and update the information to cover the all of the gorge properties. The report will also have recommended
actions regarding the natural resources in the gorge.
Start Date: Spring 2014
Estimated Cost: $25,000
4.2.2 River Conservation Plan
Develop a River Conservation Plan, incorporating information presented in the vegetation and wildlife reports and identifying areas of preservation, restoration and sustainable access routes down to
or along the river. The conservation plan will address many ideas brought up in public comments
including: restoration of disturbed areas, protection of riparian areas, opportunities for any type of
new trail routes or reroutes and restoration of poorly planned existing routes.
Start Date: Summer 2015
Estimated Cost: $25,000
4.2.3

Work to Increase Water Quality and Water Quantity
Open Space and Trails will work with the Healthy Rivers and Streams Board and the Roaring Fork
Conservancy to maintain healthy stream flows.  In addition to water quantity, Open Space and Trails
will work with both groups to improve water quality.
Start Date: Ongoing
Estimated Cost: TBD

First sign of Fall in the Gorge

View of the Gorge above Jaffee Park
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4.3 Recreational Use, Parking, and Amenities Management Actions

The Roaring Fork Gorge has a long history of being a recreational destination with a diversity of users and experiences. Users interested in developing recreational amenities outside those proposed in the Roaring Fork Gorge
Management Plan, or subsequent plans, will need to request an amendment to the plans from the OST Board. The
user group will be able to present the recreation concept and show why the activity fits within the overall goals of
the Management Plan and/or subsequent plans.
4.3.1 Rio Grande Trail Improvements
The segment of the Rio Grande Trail through the gorge was the focus of a 2012 feasibility study. It
was also the feature we received the most comments on in the public outreach in preparation for
the draft gorge plan. We have split the Rio Grande Trail improvements in the gorge into two phases.

The Option decision for Phase II will be made after Phase I is completed. It will give us time to see
how users respond to the Phase I improvements and determine which option works best for the upper 2 miles of the gorge. Soft surface maintenance will continue to be implemented in the Phase 2

section to provide a well compacted surface and repair land slides and rockfall in the gorge.

4.3.1.1 Rio Grande Trail Phase I
Design and construct the approximately 2 miles of dual-surface trail from McLain Flats Road through
the sage flats, to where the shale bluff geologic formation starts to narrow the trail platform.  The trail
design shall incorporate separated hard and soft surfaces, and singletrack options where possible.
Design will investigate the possibility for the nordic groomer to follow the soft surface. Design shall
Rio Grande
Trailprovide
Improvements
Phasesfor benches or picnic tables and potential locations for interpretive panels, to
also
locations
beOption
placed
afterforthe
completion
of after
the Phase
2014I isRio
GrandeIt Trail
Management
Plan.
The
decision
Phase
II will be made
completed.
will give
us time to see how
users respond
Date: Summer
2014which option works best for the upper 2 miles of the gorge.
to the PhaseStart
I improvements
and determine
Estimated Cost: $1,431,256

Rio Grande Trail Phase I

Rio Grande Trail Phase II
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4.3.1.2 Rio Grande Trail Phase II
After the completion of the Rio Grande Phase I improvements in the gorge, Phase II construction
discussions will begin. Phase II will focus on the approximately 2 miles of trail from Stein Park
through the shale bluff formation. Design shall incorporate locations for passive recreation or observation, including benches or picnic tables, locations where users need sustainable river access
and potential interpretation opportunities, plus preserve the ability for the nordic groomer to pass.
Two trail surface options for completion:
i. Continue to maintain a well compacted soft surface within the existing trail platform. Improve sections that have drainage and erosion issues with grading, retaining walls, culverts,
and new crusher fines that incorporate a hardening agent.  This does not create the base for
asphalt.
Potential Start Date: Summer of 2015
Estimated Cost: $300,000
ii. Trail will be replaced with a 10-foot minimum asphalt surface, working with in the existing
trail platform and will have adjacent soft-surface where there is space, approximately 31% of
the time. Trail will need railings in locations where the drop-off from trail is steep, this may
require retaining wall to accomplish. The design will accommodate the nordic groomer and
would need to explore ways to retain snow. Design will also address areas where standing
water, water flows and rockfall create trail maintenance issues.
Potential Start Date: Summer of 2015
Estimated Cost: $3,510,335
4.3.2 Stein Park Improvements
Stein Park and the portion of Red Butte Ranch Open Space directly across the road from the park will
be redesigned, considering the potential for more or alternatives to parking, efficient boating shuttle
drop-offs, independent and van accessible ADA parking, permanent ADA accessible restrooms, river
enhancements to allow for a longer Stein Park launch season, water fountain/bottle filling station,
riparian area restoration and designated river access routes; while maintaining or improving current
park uses.
Potential Start Date: Summer of 2015
Estimated Cost: $200,000 (requires Aspen City Council to make funding appropriations)
4.3.3 Jaffee Park Improvements
Jaffee Park parking area will be redesigned considering the potential for trailer-designated parking,
independent and van-accessible ADA parking, ADA-accessible restrooms, a permanent restroom
versus a port-a-potty, and ADA-accessible fisherman access; while maintaining or improving current
park uses. The redesign will also look at ways to provide a better trail connection between AspenMass and the Jaffee Connector.
Potential Start Date: Summer of 2015
Estimated Cost: $75,000
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4.3.4 Near-Term Regional Trail Connections
The need for improved connections between the Rio Grande Trail and regional trails were made very
apparent during the public open houses. There are near-term solutions that can be addressed while
the long-term, more intensive solutions are analyzed.
4.3.4.1 Stein Trail Improvements
Stein Trail is currently part of a Public Works construction project. As part of this project,
the Stein stairs will be replaced in their previous location and a new, sustainable, lower
grade trail will be designed to connect next to the Holy Cross facility. The switchback
construction creates the opportunity to develop a bike-friendly trail connection from the
backside of the AABC down to the river bottom.
Start Date: Ongoing
Estimated Cost: TBD
4.3.4.2 Burlingame Connection Study
The City of Aspen and Pitkin County will evaluate ways to create the best sustainable grade
trail connection between Burlingame and the Rio Grande Trail.
Start Date: 2014
Estimated Cost: $25,000
4.3.4.3 Stein Bridge and Trail Repairs
Stein Bridge abutments are in need of repairs/replacement. This will raise the bridge to
accommodate high-water boating and realign and repair the portion of the Stein Trail connecting the bridge to the Rio.
Start Date: Spring 2014
Estimated Cost: $261,096

Stein Bridge
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4.3.4.4 Jaffee Connector Dual Surface and Potential Singletrack Alignment
The Connector Trail between Jaffee Park and the Rio Grande Trail is currently a steep softsurface route, prohibiting certain user groups from using the trail link. The redesign of the
Jaffee Connector will be included in Phase I of the Rio Grande Trail improvements. The redesign will encompass ways to reduce the trail grade, replacing the soft surface with a dual
surface and look at the potential of a singletrack alternate route.
Start Date: Spring 2014
Estimated Cost: $250,000
4.3.4.5 AspenMass Soft Surface Trail
The City of Aspen has proposed a soft-surface trail alignment that will provide a trail with
lower grades than the existing hard-surface AspenMass trail. The goal is to make the softsurface trail a more user friendly connection.
Start Date: Spring 2017
Estimated Cost: $65,000
4.3.5 Long-Term Potential Regional Trail Connections
The need for a hard-surface trail connection between Aspen, the downvalley communities, and the
Brush Creek Trail is something that has been expressed in multiple public forums and plans. There
are a few different options for long-term regional trail connection solutions. The options listed
below were analyzed as part of the 2012 Feasibility Study, looking at the different routes to get a
hard-surface trail connection into Aspen. Design standards included meeting ADA grades with a
hard-surface trail. After completion of Rio Grande Trail Phase II, the long-term regional connection

options can be reviewed and the need and/or merits of the alternatives discussed at that time.

4.3.5.1 Rio Grande Connection Options to the AABC/Burlingame area
i. Loris and Associates did a feasibility level look at how to connect a bridge into the backside
of the AABC. This area would be challenging to access and construct in, as the Rio Grande
Trail platform is quite a bit higher than the Stein Trail platform and constructing abutments
along the Rio Grande in this location would be very difficult.  The cost estimate also included
the hard surface trail on the AABC side of the river. The City of Aspen’s 2014 study, looking
at the connection to Burlingame, will provide further information about how this potential
connection would function.
Start Date: TBD
Estimated Cost: $4,170,000 to $4,740,000
ii. Loris and Associates did a feasibility-level look at how to connect a bridge from the Rio
Grande Trail to the sage flats along Hwy. 82.  The least constrained, and therefore most affordable, place to connect was downvalley of the shale bluffs across the gorge and landing
just downvalley of the private property. This area would be easily accessible from the Rio
and Hwy. 82 sides of the gorge, span one of the narrowest sections of gorge and have plenty
of room for abutment construction. The overhead power lines would need to be avoided
during construction. The approximately 1 mile of hard-surface trail that would be needed to
be constructed to connect from the AABC area to the bridge is part of the estimate.
Start Date: TBD
Estimated Cost: $3,858,623
Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan
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4.3.5.2 Rio Grande Connection to the Intercept Lot
Loris and Associates did a feasibility-level look at how to connect a bridge from the Rio
Grande Trail to the Intercept Lot. This area would be easily accessible from the Rio and
Intercept Lot sides of the gorge with plenty of room to construct abutments. This connection would also require the construction of approximately 1,635 feet of hard-surface trail
to connect to the Brush Creek Trail.
Start Date: TBD
Estimated Cost: $3,338,000
4.3.5.3 Intercept Lot Connection to the AABC area.
Loris and Associates did a feasibility-level look at how to construct a 8’ wide hard-surface
trail from the Intercept Lot to the AABC. The trail would need to traverse shale bluff and
cross multiple drainages/wildlife crossings; therefore its construction would require extensive structures. The total trail length is about 1.9 miles.
Start Date: TBD
Estimated Cost: $12,211,000
4.3.5.4 McLain Flats Climbing Lanes
Loris and Associates did a feasibility-level look at how to construct bike climbing lanes on
the uphill travel lanes on either end of McLain Flats. The lanes would require retaining walls
in very steep side slope sections.
Start Date: TBD
Estimated Cost: $4,111,664
4.3.6 Climbing or Ice Climbing Opportunities
No fixed hardware to facilitate climbing or ice climbing is being identified as part of this plan.  Anyone wishing to install fixed hardware will need to apply through the review committee per the Gold

Butte Management Plan.

No climbing is permitted on Hanging Rock, the large, rock feature overhanging the Rio Grande
Trail, due to lack of belay space, the loose rock formation, and its proximity to the Rio Grande Trail.
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4.3.7 Update to and implementation of OST Sign Standards, including the development of Trailhead sign
guidelines
Updates are needed to the existing OST sign standards, including the design guidelines for trailhead signage. OST will work with our adjacent managing trail agencies to create a seamless system while maintaining our current sign guidelines and identity. Signage updates are also an Action
in the 2012 Recreation Inventory and Analysis.
Start Date: Ongoing
Estimated Cost: $45,000 to $75,000
4.3.8 Interpretive Sign Plan
The Roaring Fork Gorge has a very interesting geologic and human history. In addition, it is a scenic destination and one OST’s most heavily used assets. These factors make it a logical candidate
for a few simple, interpretive panels, well designed and appropriately placed, educating the public
on how the landscape around them came to be in its current state.
Start Date: Summer 2016
Estimated Cost: TBD

4.4 Commercial Use and Special Use Management Actions

The Roaring Fork Gorge is a very beautiful and accessible setting, placing it in high demand among both locals
and visitors. We continue to see the popularity of the gorge grow each year and with that, the demand for commercial and special events grows. OST strives to maintain an enjoyable experience for the public while providing
opportunities for commercial entities to provide an enjoyable experience for their clients.
4.4.1  Develop a Commercial Fly-fishing Guide Permit System
Collaborate with local fly-fishing guides and interested members of the public to form a Steering
Committee to design and implement a permit system for commercial flyfishing guides utilizing the
public properties of the Roaring Fork Gorge.  This includes both those guides who float the Gorge
as well as those who access from the Hwy. 82 corridor, Stein Park or Jaffee Park. The system
developed will be expanded to encompass all OST assets.
Start Date: Summer 2014
Estimated Cost: $10,000
4.4.2 Develop an Open Space and Trails Special Event Policy
OST, in collaboration with Community Development, is currently reviewing the process to permit
and the associated impacts of Special Events that utilize county properties. The Rio Grande Trail
through the Roaring Fork Gorge is part of this study, which encompasses all assets.
Start Date: Ongoing
Estimated Cost: TBD

4.5 Commemorative Opportunities

No commemorative or memorial opportunities are being identified in the planning area at this time.  Final and
construction related Action Items in this plan may identify future opportunities. Until then, the existing county
memorial policy applies.
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Appendix A - Planning Area Map
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Commuters Open House
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Road Biker Open House
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Mountain Bike and Cross Bike Open House
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Equestrian Open House
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Anglers Open House
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Boaters Open House
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North 40, AABC, and Burlingame Open House
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Inventory Phase Comments
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Q1 Where do you live? (select one)
Answered: 84

Skipped: 7

Aspen

Castle/Maroon
Creek
AABC/North
40/Burlingame
Town of
Snowmass
Village
McLain Flats

Woody Creek

Old Snowmass

Basalt

Fry ingpan
Valley

Carbondale

Redstone

Marble

Other (please
specif y )

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

Aspen

36.90%

31

Castle/Maroon Creek

1.19%

1

AABC/North 40/Burlingame

8.33%

7

Town of Snowmass Village

4.76%

4

McLain Flats

3.57%

3

Woody Creek

4.76%

4

Old Snowmass

2.38%

2

Basalt

9.52%

8

Fryingpan Valley

0%

0

Carbondale

5.95%

5

Redstone

1.19%

1

Marble

0%

0
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18

21.43%

Other (please specify)
Total

84

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Wy oming

7/8/2013 12:02 PM

2

Las Vegas

7/8/2013 12:01 PM

3

PA

7/8/2013 11:52 AM

4

Chicago

7/8/2013 11:44 AM

5

Coral Gables, Fla.

7/8/2013 11:35 AM

6

Washington, D.C.

7/8/2013 11:20 AM

7

Washington, D.C.

7/8/2013 11:17 AM

8

El Jebel

7/8/2013 11:15 AM

9

Glenwood Springs

6/26/2013 10:06 AM

10

Brush Creek Village Subdiv ision-neither Aspen or SMV

6/25/2013 10:07 AM

11

Sopris Village

6/25/2013 8:17 AM

12

Glenwood Springs

6/24/2013 9:57 AM

13

Alabama, but own property at the Roaring Fork Club in Basalt

6/24/2013 9:34 AM

14

Twining Flats

6/13/2013 11:22 AM

15

Twining Flats

6/13/2013 11:17 AM

16

Aspen Village

6/13/2013 11:11 AM

17

Aspen Village

6/13/2013 9:29 AM

18

Aspen Village

6/12/2013 2:51 PM
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Q2 How do you enjoy the Roaring Fork
Gorge?
Answered: 86

Skipped: 5

Fishing

Boating

Road Biking

Walking/Runni
ng/Hiking

Nordic Skiing

Climbing

Horseback
Riding

Dog Walking

Commuting

Bird/wildlif e
Watching
Other (please
specif y )

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

Fishing

29.07%

25

Boating

20.93%

18

Road Biking

55.81%

48

Walking/Running/Hiking

76.74%

66

Nordic Skiing

41.86%

36

Climbing

12.79%

11

Horseback Riding

4.65%

4

Dog Walking

34.88%

30

Commuting

27.91%

24

Bird/wildlife Watching

16.28%

14

Other (please specify)

16.28%

14

Total Respondents: 86

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

drawing, pleine-aire painting, photography

6/29/2013 11:18 AM
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2

Enjoy ing nature & getting away f rom concrete & noises of town

6/27/2013 8:38 PM

3

Enjoy ing the quietness and priv acy that the area of f ers during the winter and early mornings and late ev enings
in the summer

6/26/2013 9:46 AM

4

mountain biking

6/25/2013 11:18 AM

5

peacef ul contemplation

6/25/2013 10:07 AM

6

I work at the Wastewater Plant

6/25/2013 8:17 AM

7

Biking the trail running shuttle f or boating

6/24/2013 9:57 AM

8

skinny diping in the riv er

6/16/2013 10:10 PM

9

mtn biking

6/14/2013 9:28 PM

10

Would roller ski also if pav ed all the way

6/13/2013 11:22 AM

11

roller skiing, wheelchair accessible trail

6/13/2013 11:17 AM

12

all uses are commuting

6/13/2013 9:29 AM

13

commuting to work on mtn bike

6/12/2013 7:44 PM

14

Photography

6/7/2013 6:04 PM
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Q3 What is your favorite thing about the
Roaring Fork Gorge? Or, what is your
fondest memory in the Gorge?
Answered: 73

Skipped: 18

#

Responses

Date

1

I like being on the water. It of f ers a wonderf ul contrast to the arid env iornment higher up in the gorge. The birds
alway s captiv ate me . Its a great place to be.I alway s remember the ev er changing creation and the ebbs and
f lows any time of the y ear are something to behold.

7/10/2013 8:43 AM

2

Raf ting, cy cling

7/8/2013 12:16 PM

3

Lov e ev ery thing about it - no changes

7/8/2013 12:14 PM

4

Fall walks

7/8/2013 12:13 PM

5

Beauty and air

7/8/2013 12:12 PM

6

Beauty , maintenance

7/8/2013 12:11 PM

7

Views! Pav ing would be good!

7/8/2013 12:09 PM

8

Fav orite memory - f ishing bef ore the guides starting using/exploiting the stretch.

7/8/2013 12:08 PM

9

Fishing

7/8/2013 12:03 PM

10

Sights

7/8/2013 12:02 PM

11

I can access Sunny side Trail or choose to go all the way to Woody Creek

7/8/2013 11:55 AM

12

How beautif ul it is, kept clean

7/8/2013 11:53 AM

13

No pav ed Natural Shaded

7/8/2013 11:52 AM

14

The dirt trail, beauty , wildlif e

7/8/2013 11:51 AM

15

The Rio Grande Trail f or running into town f rom Cemetery Lane or towards Basalt. Beautif ul.

7/8/2013 11:48 AM

16

View

7/8/2013 11:46 AM

17

Gets me out in nature.

7/8/2013 11:43 AM

18

Bike with the kids last 20 y ears

7/8/2013 11:42 AM

19

Sound of riv er, beautif ul v iews

7/8/2013 11:40 AM

20

Walking to the waterf all, enjoy ing the riv er.

7/8/2013 11:39 AM

21

Watching the seasons change while running and walking the trail

7/8/2013 11:37 AM

22

Beauty and shade

7/8/2013 11:35 AM

23

X ski

7/8/2013 11:34 AM

24

The riv er, scenery

7/8/2013 11:32 AM

25

The walking path

7/8/2013 11:21 AM

26

Beautif ul, riv er sounds, f lowers, mountain air. My f av orite surf ace = the sof t surf ace Like the shade, the
v iews, the occasional benches

7/8/2013 11:19 AM

27

Walking my dog

7/8/2013 11:17 AM

28

Raf ting

7/8/2013 11:15 AM

29

By passing Mclain Flats and Hwy 82

7/3/2013 11:03 AM

30

I like to av oid getting onto McClain Flats or HWY 82 on my bike

6/30/2013 5:17 PM

31

The amazing quality of the 4 miles of the Roaring Fork f rom Slaughterhouse to Jaf f e Park is that it's still a wild
zone. Except f or the sewage plant, power lines and the sound of airplanes (especially f rom the
f isherman's/boater's perspectiv e) there's v ery little to remind y ou of just how close humanity lurks.

6/29/2013 11:17 AM

32

challenging rapids on Slaughterhouse

6/28/2013 2:10 PM

33

I like the narrow cany on right as y ou leav e Stein Park.

6/28/2013 2:08 PM
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34

I thought I’d of f er highlights of my morning commute on the Rio today : A v ery small baby bunny ; A doe that
was almost close enough to touch - that didn’t run but just watched me closely and continued to munch
breakf ast; A marmot; Flowers back-lit by the morning sun; The f ence abov e the trail abov e the Woody Creek
Trailer park where a bunch of v ultures dry their widespread wings; First mountain bluebird I’v e seen this spring;
A f ox that trotted across the trail in f ront of me, and up the hillside with a big, f at something in her mouth f or
breakf ast. Not a bad way to start the day !

6/28/2013 1:56 PM

35

The f act that the Rio & Stein trails are NOT pav ed in the areas that I use them. I am a trail runner & t's
incredibly peacef ul on the Stein Trail behind the ABC.

6/27/2013 8:43 PM

36

the f act that it is a dirt path winding through a highly scenic area

6/27/2013 1:10 PM

37

Its a beautif ul section of the riv er and an accessible recreation corridor.

6/26/2013 2:40 PM

38

No steep grades to Aspen

6/26/2013 10:07 AM

39

The pristine habitat (riv erine) that is quickly changing f or the worse. Fondest memory is watching Chuck
Fathergill and Jeanie Finley taking about a half -hour approaching and f inally hooking a big rainbow trout on a
tiny (size 20) dry f ly .

6/26/2013 9:52 AM

40

It f eels remote and wild. there isn't much dev elopment or signs of people.

6/25/2013 2:37 PM

41

The gorge is a magic setting f or being so close to an busy urban setting. The natural aspects including the
grav el trail are THE attraction. There are more user groups than Road bikers. There is certainly enough
pav ement av ailable f or the f olks who wish to recreate on pav ement. The Mclain Flats road trav erses extremely
beautf ul terrain and all that is needed is a dedicated, pav ed bike path along the Mclain Flats ROW to create a
greater community ammenity f or the f olks who need pav ement. The goal should be to create more
opportunities and improv e access and saf ety by expanding the trail network and not degradating the inner gorge
f or f olks who need to go f aster.We are blessed with a amazing riperian habitat that is better apprieciated at a
slower pace than that av ailable with higher trav el speeds and conf licts with lazy hikers and f ishermen/ women
on pav ement. My most cherished pleasure is of of the remarkable combination of f iltered light and mov ing
water, dramatic stone and cool trees that greets y ou, no matter the season. To actually enjoy and hear the
sound of the wind in the trees and the water in the cany on requires a slower pace with and w/o disraction to
av oid road bikers and f olks in a hurry .

6/25/2013 12:12 PM

42

The f isherman's trail along the riv er f rom Jaf f ee Park and v iews of the riv er in the cany on. Fondest memory
was in the winter along the f isherman's trail with my dog (sounds f rom the riv er drown out sounds f rom highway
82 only the occasional airplane breaks the riv er sounds)- it had snowed recently and ice f orms were in the riv er
with f resh coating of snow. We sat quitely along the bank and noticed this crazy dark bird on the ice f ormations
div ing into an opening and resurf acing f rom another. It was an American Dipper. Amazing creature who has
made its home along the Roaring Fork. About 8 y ears ago along the same section of Roaring Fork - it was early
winter and ice/snow mounds were still in the riv er - a mature bald eagle came out of nowhere and plucked a f ish
f rom the riv er. It happened so f ast and I still remember the magic.

6/25/2013 11:37 AM

43

Sof t surf ace trail. Beautif ul, shady , cool by riv er.

6/25/2013 9:17 AM

44

Riding with the Roaring Fork Hounds f rom Cly de Vagneur's all the way through Stein Ranch, to town in the late
'60s.

6/25/2013 9:15 AM

45

The limited access that limits the numbers of people I encounter and increases the number, mix and opportunity
to observ e wildlif e and nature.

6/25/2013 9:11 AM

46

The Roaring Fork

6/25/2013 8:22 AM

47

I lov e the div erse and continuous landscape that exists in the gorge - f rom the lush f orest at Stein Park to the
stark shale bluf f s (and no homes/driv eway s/etc to hav e to look at/ cross/ etc.)

6/24/2013 2:16 PM

48

As a transplant to the Roaring Fork Valley f rom the east coast, I hav e f ound the Roaring Fork Gorge to be
wonderf ul escape f rom the stresses of daily lif e. I lov e the rustic, wild, and nostalgic f eeling of the gorge.
There is nothing more peacef ul than or conv enient than going f or an ev ening run along the Rio Grande trail and
hearing the cinders and dirt crunch beneath my shoes as I scan trail side f or some curious creatures. It deeply
saddens me to hear about plans to pav e the Rio Grande. Losing a precious graded dirt path would be such a
sin. No longer could one nordic ski the trails in the winter due to quick melting of the snow on black top. No
longer could one discov er the delicate wing pattern of an owl in the dirt, ev idence of a successf ul hunt. My
most f ond memory in the gorge is learning f ish, the proper way . I will nev er f orget the time I landed my f irst
trout in a deep pool in an 'undisclosed' location.

6/24/2013 1:31 PM

49

I lov e the peace and quiet that comes with the trail. It is so unique to hav e a dirt / grav el trail and I lov e
ev ery thing about it. The wildlif e nev er ceases to amaze me -- I'v e seen deer crossing the riv er, mountain lion
prints in the mud, blue herons. I lov e to run on the trail because running on cement / asphalt hurts and usually
gets too hot. The trail near cemetery lane is so shady and cool, so I'll go that way on a hot day and I'll go
downv alley to get some sun if I don't get out until later in the day .

6/24/2013 12:34 PM

50

there are not a lot of people down there because access is dif f icult.

6/24/2013 11:51 AM

51

Sticking the f alls in my kay ak the f irst time.

6/24/2013 10:02 AM

52

I spent many summers working as a f ishing guide and it was v ery conv enient to take clients to the Gorge to
f ish f rom Aspen. Many of them had nev er spent any time in the outdoors and it was a special treat f or them.
We also spent many ev enings f ishing or raf ting on our own and enjoy ed great times.

6/24/2013 9:38 AM
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53

I think the Rio Grande trail f rom stein Park to Stein Bridge is the prettiest part of the Rio Grande trail.

6/19/2013 7:05 PM

54

Wildl lif e

6/19/2013 11:16 AM

55

I bicy cle commute, so I ride it of ten. I hav e seen many raptors working the uplif t in the area. I rode into the
middle of the elk herd just past w/j going up v alley on the rio as they were coming up f rom the riv er one
morning and hav e also encountered the herd on Mclain f lats sev eral times.

6/16/2013 10:56 PM

56

I like being in so close to the riv er and in an area that is less dev eloped but easily accessed f rom Town.
Fav orite memory ; riding back home (in Aspen) f rom Lenado loop and stopping to watch the Aspen Airport Air
Show.

6/14/2013 9:55 PM

57

sharing time outside with f amily and f riends or alone in many modes, conditions and seasons

6/13/2013 5:39 PM

58

Great scenic route along the riv er, away f rom pollution and car traf f ic

6/13/2013 11:28 AM

59

Rio Grande Trail

6/13/2013 11:26 AM

60

Commuting option without cars Sometimes commute by skis and running in addition to cy cling

6/13/2013 11:24 AM

61

My morning commute is not on the highway !

6/13/2013 11:20 AM

62

Commuting to work - peacef ul and animal lif e.

6/13/2013 11:16 AM

63

Skiing with mom and f amily , community daily , kay aking

6/13/2013 9:32 AM

64

The rustic-ness. Please DO NOT PAVE IT!! Biking up f rom Old Snowmass and coming to the dirt section is my
f av orite part. I f eel like I am truely in nature. Pav ing it will ruin it.

6/12/2013 7:49 PM

65

I adore the Rio Grande bike trail...the pav ed section. I used to lov e riding to work in Aspen and taking the path
all the way to town. I stopped riding my mountain bike and started riding a road bike. Now I'm f orced to ride 82
to get into town as the surf ace of the Rio Grande is not conduciv e to saf e trav el f or a road bike.

6/12/2013 2:54 PM

66

Access to hiking and biking.

6/7/2013 6:08 PM

67

How untouched and undev eloped it is.

6/7/2013 9:51 AM

68

Its v ery peacef ul & natural & f eels remote.

6/7/2013 9:46 AM

69

1. Quiet recreation 2. Multiple use - f ew conf licts 3. Walking & mixed/multi generations with no road bikes
going/passing at excessiv e speeds. 4. Nordic skiing - connecting communities

6/7/2013 9:42 AM

70

Summers, and how late, I can't take a run or a f ast walk - or slow - and enjoy the sounds of the riv er, and all
the birds. It's cooler because of the shading of the trees - like a "hobbit trail" - it's magical and lots of peace &
priv acy with "nature," especially at certain times of the day . The sof t surf ace this y ear - 2013 summer - is
dif f erent - smoother, harder packed, not as loose - I like it! The horses don't gouge it up as much as the loose
grav el.

6/7/2013 9:36 AM

71

Play ing in the riv er as a child. Riding bikes to the sewer plant waterf all and wading in it. taking my kids on their
f irst bike ride to the f alls. nice because no steep hills f or little peddlers.

6/7/2013 6:41 AM

72

I lov e that the cany on stay s cool in the shade f or running and biking in the hot summer. I also like the f eel of
the narrow cany on. It's like a single track trail in the woods, but is wide enough to accommodate many uses.

6/6/2013 2:00 PM

73

That the surf ace is dirt. Very nice to run and walk on, and plenty hard enough to ride a bike on.

6/6/2013 11:57 AM
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Q4 How do you currently access the
Roaring Fork Gorge? Where do you park?
Do you connect in from another trail?
Answered: 73

Skipped: 18

#

Responses

Date

1

I run into the gorge f rom town as well as bike. when kay aking the usual program is shuttle f rom jaf f e to stien
park.the connection to sunny side trail is great. and hunter creek trail too.

7/10/2013 8:43 AM

2

W/J Jaf f ee

7/8/2013 12:16 PM

3

Alway s come by bike or f oot

7/8/2013 12:14 PM

4

Steinhart lot

7/8/2013 12:13 PM

5

Park in Aspen or shuttle f rom Snowmass

7/8/2013 12:12 PM

6

Home

7/8/2013 12:11 PM

7

Rio Grande @ Willits

7/8/2013 12:09 PM

8

Usually connect f rom Hooks Bridge if I ride upv alley . Sometimes park f arther upv alley . Wish it was possible to
access Rio Grande f rom Brush Creek.

7/8/2013 12:08 PM

9

Walk in

7/8/2013 12:03 PM

10

Park and walk

7/8/2013 12:02 PM

11

From my house

7/8/2013 11:55 AM

12

Park @ Cemetery Lane

7/8/2013 11:53 AM

13

Walk to trail

7/8/2013 11:52 AM

14

run f rom house

7/8/2013 11:51 AM

15

Alway s park at Stein Park and run either direction.

7/8/2013 11:48 AM

16

Walking

7/8/2013 11:46 AM

17

From home

7/8/2013 11:44 AM

18

Beginning of trail in Aspen.

7/8/2013 11:43 AM

19

Stein Park

7/8/2013 11:42 AM

20

Stein Park

7/8/2013 11:40 AM

21

I walk f rom my house.

7/8/2013 11:39 AM

22

I walk f rom my house on Cemetery Lane

7/8/2013 11:37 AM

23

Walk f rom North of Nell

7/8/2013 11:35 AM

24

get on trail in town

7/8/2013 11:34 AM

25

From home: Red Butte and cross Cemetery Lane

7/8/2013 11:32 AM

26

From Aspen, where we stay at a hotel.

7/8/2013 11:21 AM

27

Access f rom town - stay in Aspen

7/8/2013 11:19 AM

28

Stein Park, Jaf f ee Park

7/8/2013 11:17 AM

29

Park at Stein or ride my bike f rom town

7/8/2013 11:15 AM

30

Connect f rom upper Rio Grand, Slaughterhouse bridge, woody creek.

7/3/2013 11:03 AM

31

I ride down the Rio Grand.

6/30/2013 5:17 PM

32

We walk down the Stein Trail f rom our home in the ABC. Of ten connect into town on Cemetery Lane Trail, Post
Of f ice Trail, and down v alley , especially in winter.

6/29/2013 11:17 AM

33

bike in f rom aspen, Stein Park/Jaf f ee f or boating

6/28/2013 2:10 PM

34

Stein Park

6/28/2013 2:08 PM

35

I access f rom the ABC, both the stairs & the dirt trail.

6/27/2013 8:43 PM
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36

my bicy cle is usually hauled into town by another f amily member who happens to be driv ing. i then use it f or
an ev ening commute home on the rio grande bike path right f rom my of f ice.

6/27/2013 1:10 PM

37

In the summer I bike f rom Basalt to the Bells, so I ride on the Rio Grande Trail and then on McLain Flats Rd
instead of the dirt section. In the winter I xc ski f rom both up and downv alley sections of the RGT.

6/26/2013 2:40 PM

38

Park in Basalt

6/26/2013 10:07 AM

39

Either Stein Park and Slaughterhouse Bridge or walking down by the sewage plant.

6/26/2013 9:52 AM

40

Both Stein and Jaf f ee parks. There needs to be more parking in the early summer boating season at Stein. It
used to accommodate more cars, bef ore the "improv ements" were made. And now it is dif f icult to see when
pulling out of the parking area. We of ten hav e to park across the road and haul our kay aks ov er the road.

6/25/2013 2:37 PM

41

Our f amily accesses the gorge f rom ev ery angle, accept aerial, f rom the Rio Grande Trail f rom Town, f rom the
Mclain Flats Rd., f rom the Roaring Fork Riv er, f rom the ABC , f rom Woody Creek. Sometimes we hike in f rom
the Brush Creek Intercept lot, f rom Hiway 82 @ Shale Bluf f s, f rom the Maroon Creek, f rom Sunny side trail
parking. Mostly on f oot or by boat but of ten with older guests v ia mountain bike. We are activ e climbers and
wishe that the use of gy mnastic chalk is outlawed in the areas designated f or climbing. The climbing areas can
be bolted and routes dev eloped w/o chalk. The v isual impact f rom gy mnastic chalk is extreme. The v isual
corridor is IMPORTANT to PROTECT and MAINTAIN. This comment applies to the outragiously expensiv e
bridge proposal as well.

6/25/2013 12:12 PM

42

Primarily walking (y ear round) and occasionally on horseback. Park primarily at Jaf f ee or Stein. Access
Sunny side f rom Stein (parking on McLain has poor site lines)

6/25/2013 11:37 AM

43

Jaf f ee Park with horse trailer. Stein Park.

6/25/2013 9:17 AM

44

We ride f rom Boogie's, or I walk f rom W/J or I park at Jaf f ee Park and walk or I go f rom Slaughterhouse
Bridge.

6/25/2013 9:15 AM

45

Primarily f rom Jaf f ee and Stein Park, and occasionally f rom town or the Institute. I of ten drop into the trail
f rom the Cemetery Lane Trail and f rom the AABC.

6/25/2013 9:11 AM

46

Serv ice Center Road

6/25/2013 8:22 AM

47

I of ten access the gorge f rom the ABC / stein bridge. I also tend to commute between Aspen and Basalt, so
enter f rom either end on the Rio Grande trail. I generally don't need to park and simply access with my bike. At
times I park at Stein Park or at Jaf f ee park to kay ak.

6/24/2013 2:16 PM

48

I ride my bike or walk to the trail. In the winter I will sometimes driv e to the parking lot at Cemetery Lane and
begin a Nordic ski at the point.

6/24/2013 1:31 PM

49

I liv e in the ABC, so I walk down the hill.

6/24/2013 12:34 PM

50

shale bluf f s, airport ranch open space, abc/sewage plant, stein park. park same.

6/24/2013 11:51 AM

51

I leav e a bike at Jaf f e Park and park my car at Stein Park. Float the riv er down to Jaf f e, ride ty he bike back
up the trail to Stein and driv e back to Jaf f e to pick up my stuf f .

6/24/2013 10:02 AM

52

Ty pically f rom Jaf f e Park or pick up the trail in Basalt.

6/24/2013 9:38 AM

53

From the bad trail behind the AABC and sometimes f rom Jaf f ee or Stein.

6/19/2013 7:05 PM

54

woody creek to rio grande

6/19/2013 11:16 AM

55

I bike it mostly f rom home, and we also do ev ening walks in woody creek.

6/16/2013 10:56 PM

56

From any of the f ollowing; a ride f rom home a ride f rom Aspen as part f o a mtn bike loop f or a walk, f rom
Aspen

6/14/2013 9:55 PM

57

Woody Creek or Basalt to Aspen f rom home. Of ten ride f rom Aspen to Carbondale and back.

6/13/2013 11:28 AM

58

W/J Bill Ball Hy way

6/13/2013 11:26 AM

59

Running or riding or skiing f rom my house on Twining Flats

6/13/2013 11:24 AM

60

Access f rom my house on Twining Flats Rd. Keep my car parked at home. Access f rom Aspen Mass Open
Space and Cozy Point near shooting range.

6/13/2013 11:20 AM

61

Aspen Village v ia Gerbazdale Way v ia Rio Grande

6/13/2013 11:16 AM

62

From home or town

6/13/2013 9:32 AM

63

I bike to work f rom Old Snowmas and work at the airport. I bike into town, run errands and then bike back out to
the airport.

6/12/2013 7:49 PM

64

I access f rom the bike trail spur f rom Aspen Village.

6/12/2013 2:54 PM

65

By car and bike. I park where it's appropriate.

6/7/2013 6:08 PM

66

All ov er. Depends on activ ity .

6/7/2013 9:51 AM

67

Park at Stein Park

6/7/2013 9:48 AM
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68

Park at Slaughterhouse when walking, hiking. When biking I ride f rom East Aspen Trail.

6/7/2013 9:46 AM

69

Stein Park, Vampire Trail, ABC

6/7/2013 9:42 AM

70

I take the trail f rom the ABC - take the steps/or grav el on the side, down to the serv ice dirt road that takes me
to Stein Bridge - and on up to Rio G Trail. Ty [pically I go towards the post of f ice, all times of the day - early
AM, mid-day , late - 7:30-8 PM - Y a hoo! So beautif ul & alway s an adv enture. This would BE RUINED IF IT
GETS "PAVED" Augh. Speed road/mnt. bikes would f ly up & down v alley = saf ety , serinety , peacef ullness in
nature = would be af f ected in the WORST WAY !

6/7/2013 9:36 AM

71

Usually ride my bike f rom town . Nev er driv e

6/7/2013 6:41 AM

72

I run f rom town on the Rio Grande Trail or park at slaughterhouse bridge. Sometimes I run f rom Buttermilk,
through the ABC and down to the trail. But the connection point at the ABC isn't great. I will also park at the
intercept lot and road bike f rom there. I would rather not do this, but I don't want to ride my road bike through
the cany on, with the cars and sometimes going up McClain Flats isn't f easible.

6/6/2013 2:00 PM

73

Ride or run f rom my home in east Aspen

6/6/2013 11:57 AM
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Q5 If you could change something about the
Gorge, what would it be? New trail
connections? More parking? Different trail
surface? Different amenities? Etc.
Answered: 78

Skipped: 13

#

Responses

Date

1

If i could change the gorge I would add more water to it. I would restore the riv er bed in sev eral places to
enhance nav icability . I would put a single track perhaps f orm red butte to jaf f e park on the south side of the
riv er.A f ew zip line riv er crossings would be f un .trail connections to the gov ernment would be awesome. The
stien parking lot is f ull durring peak run of f conditions and the out house there is unbecomming of a world class
palce like ours. I would get rid of the rocks as parking barriers at jaf f e park they are turning into ant f arms.

7/10/2013 8:43 AM

2

Nothing

7/8/2013 12:14 PM

3

More parking. Don't pav e the trail.

7/8/2013 12:13 PM

4

Keep sof t trail

7/8/2013 12:12 PM

5

Pav ement to Woody Creek f rom Cemetery Lane

7/8/2013 12:11 PM

6

Pav ing

7/8/2013 12:09 PM

7

Stein parking too small. If y ou're not going to pav e the grav el - which is OK - improv e the grav el. Make it hard
and smooth throughout. Stein Park needs water! City should put one of it's water ref illing stations at Stein Park.

7/8/2013 12:08 PM

8

n/a

7/8/2013 12:03 PM

9

More f ish

7/8/2013 12:02 PM

10

NA

7/8/2013 11:55 AM

11

Surf ace - sometimes dif f icult with walking on unev en surf ace

7/8/2013 11:53 AM

12

Of f leash between certain miles away f rom town; signs with dif f erent plans telling names and inf o

7/8/2013 11:51 AM

13

More parking at Stein Park. I lov e the v ariety of the trail surf aces!

7/8/2013 11:48 AM

14

Parking probably

7/8/2013 11:46 AM

15

Fencing along the gorge

7/8/2013 11:44 AM

16

Zero

7/8/2013 11:42 AM

17

Keep it the same

7/8/2013 11:40 AM

18

No leashes between Nov ember and May ! No pav ing.

7/8/2013 11:39 AM

19

I lov e it as it is.

7/8/2013 11:37 AM

20

Possibly pav e area

7/8/2013 11:35 AM

21

Pav e it. If no pav ing - keep the road/shoulder swept and clean, may be paint lines that tell driv ers not to pass
into it, it's not a third lane

7/8/2013 11:34 AM

22

Pav e, bathrooms, water f ountains

7/8/2013 11:32 AM

23

I like it just as it is.

7/8/2013 11:21 AM

24

No complaints. Might be nice to hav e more access to trails and riv erside spots to sit.

7/8/2013 11:19 AM

25

Pav ed surf ace! Connection f rom airport side

7/8/2013 11:17 AM

26

More parking

7/8/2013 11:15 AM

27

I'm hearing a lot about saf ety concerns if the Gorge route is pav ed "People will go too f ast, it will increase
usage and traf f ic and be more congested ie more dangerous" I must point out that compared to the alternativ es
(biking or walking HWY 82 or McClain Flats Rd), the Gorge IS the Saf ety choice. For our saf ety , please pav e
the Gorge.

7/3/2013 11:03 AM

28

Regarding the Roaring Fork Gorge: I'm a kay aker, paddling the gorge almost 20 y ears. It would be better with
more water. Riv er could be enhanced with park-like f eatures. A f ew places could be reshaped to make more
nav igable at low water. Any new bridges should be plenty high enough to encourage saf e passage underneath.
The rocks at Jaf f ee Park as car stops are turning into ant f arms; is there any thing else we could use? No
poison please. The gorge is a great asset, at times the Stein parking lot is too small. The outhouse there needs
attention at those times as well, usually near peak run of f . Thanks.

7/1/2013 1:14 PM
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29

Pav ing, please

6/30/2013 5:17 PM

30

We hav e a jewel in this trail. Paul Andersen said it f or me in September, 1012: "Plans f or "improv ing" the Rio
Grande Trail would conv ert a once-bucolic trail into an urban by way . Y ears ago, I f acetiously wrote that f ourlaning Highway 82 would inspire pav ing all the bike trails. I nev er thought I would see the last dirt section of the
Rio Grande Trail poised f or an asphalt makeov er…Conf orming the last unimprov ed section to urban standards
is blasphemous to the f eel of a rural pathway that's now being engineered with the need f or speed…Expand,
pav e and gentrif y away character, and the connection is sev ered to something unusual, something of v alue
that does not easily f it into words but shif ts the mood. Change is inev itable, but it's also irrev ersible and of ten
ill-conceiv ed."

6/29/2013 11:17 AM

31

Somehow raise the Stein Bridge a f ew f eet f or saf er boating. W/J area could use a shade canopy and water
f ountain on RGT (heat stroke section of trail)

6/28/2013 2:10 PM

32

Better connection to the ABC and Brush Creek Trail. More places to sit in the narrow cany on below Stein Park. I
thought the Option f rom last y ear with the bridge connection was a win/win f or many people, eithe way ...I think
it would be f ine to pav e at least the two miles of trail through the sage f lats.

6/28/2013 2:08 PM

33

I am a bicy cle commuter. In my "dreams" I think of the day when there is a bike trail along McLain Flats Road.
I'd rather climb the hills and dales. I would also support pav ing the last section of the Rio in the Gorge, but not
widening it and putting retaining walls, etc. there. If it can't be pav ed without doing all of that, let's just keep it
sof t surf ace!

6/28/2013 2:06 PM

34

I am a runner, f isher, skijorer and biker who uses this section of the RGT at least three times a week. I am f or
option 2; an improv ed (not pav ed) RG trail between Cemetery Lane and W/J with climbing lanes up McLain
Flats would be great. I am still v ery much opposed to pav ing this section f or sev eral reasons: 1. There are two
pav ed options f or road bikes now. McLain Flats is steep but up hill is a lot of what we do in this v alley , the
highway is not my f av orite but I do it quite of ten when I am in a hurry . Cleaning up the glass would help. 2. The
RG trail is a great dirt path, with a little drainage improv ement it is f ine to ride a road bike on. I hav e a $6k bike
and I ride this dirt section many times during the summer. This section isn’t any worse than Cottonwood Pass
and the Pro rides liked that. 3. If the RG trail is pav ed y ou will nev er keep all the rocks of f it and a railing will be
needed alone much of it. Talk about ruining an experience f or runners, dog walkers and skiers. If y ou talk to the
lunch/bikers at the Woody Creek Tav ern, riding this section to the Tav ern is a highlight of their v isit to
Aspen.The only of f road they will ev er do. 4. There are options to improv ing the highway route. The dif f icult
section is right below the shale bluf f but that is only a 1/4-mile long. It is too bad that bike lanes were not
engineered into the roadway when CDOT designed this section. If a little saf er bike lane could be worked out in
the bluf f section an of f highway path, the rest of the way to the ABC is not dif f icult. I don’t care f or a big
expensiv e bridge across the cany on. Just because we can, should we? Y es the bridge between Tiehack and the
ARC is nice and was needed. A bridge across the Roaring Fork in this location is v ery expensiv e and there are
other options f or getting upv alley . Has any one looked at engineering a bike lane on the riv er side of Highway
82 in the sty le of the Cemetery Lane bike path? Y es it would be expensiv e but could it be done f or less than a
big bridge. If an elev ated bike lane could happen in this section, the rest of the connection to the ABC is easy .
For the money the best option is #2 and call it a day . I would rather spend the $20m on something we really
need like a better entrance curv e into Aspen.

6/28/2013 2:02 PM

35

I liked the bridge.

6/28/2013 1:57 PM

36

Please DO NOT PAVE the beautif ul Rio Grande Trail. Cross-country skiing and running on dirt and more will be
ruined if y ou pav e this trail. We don't need a f ence, signs and all these "improv ements." Instead, how about
pulling the noxious weeds and clearing out the sick, dy ing, dead and f allen trees? Please do not pav e the Rio
Grande!

6/28/2013 1:54 PM

37

About area where the Rio Grande portion is near our neighborhood, will be v ery helpf ul to know- educate-posted;
-that we are not a pitstop f or any thing. I will like to see them passing by . Otherwise-Should be considered
Trespassing. Lately some runners and bicy cles and walkers start to ask f or water and bathrooms. This trail
became much more popular. Since 1996, now started to increase their request and I am af raid-may be they are
testing me so they get to learn the area and brake in my home? I do hav e f ew signs- keep out or no
trespassing, but I think is not enough. They should not ask either. Few weeks ago they came almost near back
y ard really close to back gates. I spot them and f ound out…they wanted to use my bathroom-because she
couldn’t hold it! I was wondering if they could hav e a bathrooms by lower McLain f lats where they cross, to
continue going on the trail. There is a place there f or more than one bathroom.

6/28/2013 1:49 PM

38

I f av or leav ing the Rio Grande bike path as is and unpav ed f rom Wink Jaf f ee Park through Stein Park. My
second pref erence is to pav e it f rom Jaf f ee Park through Stein Park. My last pref erence is to put a bridge
across the Roaring Fork Riv er downstream of the AABC.

6/28/2013 1:46 PM
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39

Regrade and resurf ace the portion of trail/road f rom Stein Bridge to the Rio Grande. It is currently
unmanageable and dangerous f rom an intermediate cy clist or nordic skier standpoint. There are numerous
cy cling user groups that will benef it f rom a pav ing of the Rio Grande between Jaf f e Park and Stein Park: Families and children try ing to get down v alley f rom Aspen to Woody Creek and bey ond without hav ing to drag
the children up and ov er McLain Flats or riding along a sof t dirt path which is much more committing f rom an
energy standpoint. - Road cy clists returning f rom long rides f rom down v alley hoping not to hav e to climb ov er
McLain Flats. The route along the Rio Grande is easier if it was pav ed and more scenic along the riv er. Commuter cy clists who hav e to climb or descend W/J hill are encumbered by commute traf f ic in the morning
and af ternoon commute hours. Descending around the quarry intersection is of ten an extremely hazardous
curv e with grav el lain strewn in the apex of the turn f rom the dump trucks on a regular basis. I know three
people who hav e crashed bad in that corner. It would be a much more pleasant experience to ride smoothly
down a pav ed bike path to Woody Creek and bey ond. Aspen has really f ailed with the v ision of prov iding a
continuous pav ed multi-purpose path f rom Glenwood Springs to Aspen. Counties, municipalities and RFTA hav e
contributed hundreds of thousands of dollars to make this v ision a reality but the ef f ort has been sty mied
because there is a v ocal minority that wants to maintain the "wilderness character" of the corridor. With power
lines and screaming airplanes this is the last place one should seek a rural experience. This is a recreational
corridor, once a locomotiv e train route. The section between Jaf f ee and Stein Park should be pav ed with a sof t
surf ace trail alongside where width permits. Guard rails should not be utilized as this opens a can of worms to
put them ev ery where along the corridor where the down slope presents any kind of legal hazard.

6/28/2013 1:45 PM

40

I lov e the trails how they are!

6/27/2013 8:43 PM

41

last f all, the trail was closed once or twice due to f looding. and around that time of y ear, there were 1-2 day s
where mud was an issue. these are small prices to pay f or the wonderf ul f eeling of remoteness and the
adv enture of trav eling that v ery unique stretch of trail.

6/27/2013 1:10 PM

42

I would like a pav ed, lev el trail to f inish the existing 38 miles of RGT. This would be the most logical road bike
and commuter route into Aspen. Culv erts could be installed at the f alls - af ter all, this was originally a railroad
route built in the 1880s. Also, I would like a Tiehack-ty pe bridge to connect to the ABC, N. Forty , and Colo Mtn
College. I liked the Pitco plan on earlier maps. The current trail is marginal. In the winter, I would like a crosscountry ski trail that could connect the Aspen Golf Course trails with the RGT along Maroon Creek, using the
Stein Bridge. Currently , skiers hav e to driv e f rom the Golf Course to the RGT.

6/26/2013 2:40 PM

43

Pav e the gorge

6/26/2013 10:07 AM

44

I would try to hav e the trail rev ert to a v ery minimalist nature, with the major use being walking/jogging in the
summer and x-c skiing in the winter. It would be nice to mov e the cy cling trail out to the Hwy . 82 corridor and
leav e the gorge trail f or the people who can af f ord the time to enjoy it and its surroundings in a pleasant and
respectf ul (to nature) way .

6/26/2013 9:52 AM

45

Don't change it! A big bridge ov er the riv er would make it look industrial, and biking on the highway trail is v ery
urban. If it were possible to pav e it and not make it wider or show up more f rom the riv er, I would not be
opposed to that. I of ten bike it on my road bike now, so ev en more packing would make it more user f riendly .
The danger with pav ement is the bikes want to go too f ast and are not courteous to the other users.

6/25/2013 2:37 PM

46

Please prov ide an alternate f or saf e by cy cle trav el along Mclain Flats and do not creat a ABC Bridge. More is
not better in a riperian habitat. "They pav ed paradise and put up a parking lot" Joani Mitchel had it right. She
knows Aspen and lov es the access to a wild place can nev er be improv ed by more people and pav ement. If
the existing parking and access reaches capacity than people should decide to go somewhere else. DON'T
make more access, it will only degradate the resource! If y ou look at the cumulativ e impacts of priv ate
dev elopment along the riv er corridor downstream it has increased dramatically and is extremely detrimental f or
habitat, water quality and wildlif e. Rev iew the data f rom the Roaring Fork Conserv ancy that shows how
destructiv e the ef f ects of human dev elopment is on this irreplacable resource. Look at the Mag Chloride that
CDOT div erts through drainage culv erts into the riv er and non-point source pollution f rom surf ace drainage f rom
ev ery thing f rom f ertilizers to pesticides.

6/25/2013 12:12 PM
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47

Add areas f or scenic enjoy ment and time to relax and soak in the surrounding. So of ten the RGT f eels like a
highway of users without an outlet to stop look around and soak in the area's natural beauty . (or they stop in
the middle of the trail) A f ew sunshelters with picnic table and down to riv er beach areas with some benches.
Continuation of the f isherman's trail f ollowing the old wagon road with a suspended f oot bridge ov er the riv er
where the McLain side gets steep ov er to Hwy 82 side. (a suspension f oot path bridge would not be able to
accommodate all users) Or connect sustainably f isherman's trail up to RGT (there is a steep social
unsustainable connection on priv ate property ) Parking - with limited space not all existing parking areas can
possibly accommodate all users. Jaf f ee Park could be designed better to accommodate (2)6 horse trailers (this
would support 3 two horse trailer rigs) plus all the commercial raf ters, hikers & commercial f ishing operations
during the peak use months June, July , Aug. McLain Sunny side spaces need to be redesigned and parking only
f or hikers. Stein it would be great to hav e room f or disignated 4-horse trailer - this parking area gets a great deal
of use y ear round - v ery congested during raf ting season. Intercept lot designated horse trailer spots like (3)6
horse trailers this would be used if the Aspen Mass trail leading to RGT was rerouted/or add a separate
sustainable sof t equine trail built. Intercept lot access to Sky Mountain Park is not the most as desirable f or
equine access as being able to park a trailer at Cozy Point Ranch. In the ranch proper is the saf est place, but if
the leasee wants to limit public trailer parking another option would be the North section of Cozy Point Open
Space create parking in the small non agricultural pasture or redesign the City ' s archery area parking the the
Ranch's manure composting operation. Equestrians can then ride through the ranch along the pasture area and
cross ov er Brush Creek Road. With a saf er Aspen Mass trail they can brav e crossing up v alley 82 to the
highway island then the down v alley lanes - much saf er than at the light at 82 and Brush Creek Road. Formalize
along Hwy 82 a parking area f or f isherman/hikers accessing the riv er (with a suspension f ootpath bridge this
may take some pressure of f of Jaf f ee Park parking) Trail surf ace- I adv ocate keeping the existing trail surf ace
as a sof t surf ace. Ev en with the current sof t surf ace, during peak season the trail can f eel like a f reeway .

6/25/2013 11:37 AM

48

Keep sof t surf ace. Horse trailer parking/turn-around Stein Park parking lot gets v ery busy at peak times.
Bathrooms?

6/25/2013 9:17 AM

49

Allow dogs of f leash in certain areas, i.e., between Slaughterhouse and Woody Creek. Please do not pav e any
more of the trail. And, please, allow horseback riders to hav e their dogs of f leash.

6/25/2013 9:15 AM

50

Leav e it alone. I like - lov e - the f act that the trail is NOT pav ed. I like the limited access. If y ou really want to
get down to the riv er, y ou can. Howev er, the limited access discourages crowds, ov erf ishing and untoward
disturbance of wildlif e and nature. Perhaps - only perhaps - the steep and grav elly access down the hill behind
the AABC should be stabilized or a slightly dif f erent access dev ised, e.g., an access path running along the
current road access to the water plant. I like that dogs are allowed and I don't want them relegated to leashes
only .

6/25/2013 9:11 AM

51

I would add better bike / stroller access somewhere by the ABC where a number of people liv e and could gain
better access to the Rio Grande trail (such as the proposed higher elev ation bridge) While there is access at
Stein bridge, it is extremely dif f icult on a road bike, or with small children (i.e. strollers, burlies, etc). Additional
picnicing spots/ benches near the riv er would be great, and better maintained trails to them. The proposed bridge
would also giv e better access f rom Snowmass, which is another user group to tap into. The connection between
the ABC and the intercept lot could be greatly improv ed, ev en if it was still only on the highway . I see
numerous people who take the path adjacent to the highway , enter into the ABC and are at a loss as to how to
reach the Rio Grande trail - better signage at the least could help this situation...

6/24/2013 2:16 PM

52

I think the Rio Grande trail is wonderf ul just as it is. Again, if it were to be pav ed I would be v ery upset to hear
that. Another pav ed trail is another dirt path lost f orev er. We hav e miles and miles of endless pav ed roads and
highway s, what we need are more dirt paths to remind ourselv es to slow down and take a breath.

6/24/2013 1:31 PM

53

I think if y ou're going to change one thing, work on the stinky sanitation plant -- may be make the ABC access
trail av oid the plant. Please don't change the trail surf ace! It's beautif ul, it's natural, and as a y ounger member
of the community , I really hope we can keep some things authentic in this town, and I hope we start with the
Rio Grande. The dirt giv es a sense of the rustic mountain town we are -- if we need to touch and mess with
ev ery thing to make it shiny and new, this isn't the town I thought it was. Most people are here to enjoy nature,
and I don't want to go to Hallam Lake ev ery time I want to escape cement and asphalt without hav ing to hike
v ertically . I think that the cement bike path should continue through the ABC and connect to the Intercept Lot.
People can park at the lot with their bikes and ride to town -- f ixing the awkward nature of try ing to ride RFTA
with y our bike, and help reduce traf f ic into Aspen. On top of it, y ou can then ride f rom Aspen to Snowmass. I
mainly commute to Aspen v ia the pav ed cement bike path, not the Rio Grande. It doesn't make sense to
trav erse to the other side of the v alley , and then trav erse back. Keep ev ery thing near the highway -- it
screams ef f iciency and seems to be the most logical solution.

6/24/2013 12:34 PM

54

nothing

6/24/2013 11:51 AM

55

Parking at Stein is competitiv e. A new parking lot across the road would reliev e some pressure. Also, the
inf ormal trail f rom the eddy abov e Slaughterhouse f alls could be improv ed. Improv ing a trail down to the riv er
at a suitable put-in below the f alls f or people choosing not to boat the f alls would be nice as well. The low bridge
across the riv er can be a hazard at high water as well.

6/24/2013 10:02 AM

56

Some of the trail near the riv er could be better maintained f arther away f rom the parking areas. This might
spread out the anglers and raf ters a little more.

6/24/2013 9:38 AM

57

A better (bike f riendly ) trail down f rom AABC, and road bike access to Woody Creek and Brush Creek f rom
AABC.

6/19/2013 7:05 PM

58

Dif f erent trail surf ace. I understand the debate ov er pav ed v erses non pav ed, BUT i think there could be a
compromise. the loose grav el/sand makes it v ery challenging f or those commuting on road bikes. I would like
to see it either partially pav ed or hard packed dirt.

6/19/2013 11:16 AM
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59

Please pav e the crushed grav el sections. I try to only ride it on my single speed my other bikes are to nice to
subject to the abrasiv e dust that coats the bicy cle and its mov ing parts. The cost of a new driv e train on a
good quality modern road, cy cle cross or mountain bike can cost upwards of $800 or more. A single speed
driv e train can be replaced f or under $100. Also better enf orcement of the leash law in the woody creek and w/j
areas would be nice. Scof f laws abound, many are residents of those areas but I hav e also seen Aspenites park
and dog walk without leashes, apparently to take adv antage of lax enf orcement in those areas. Unleashed dogs
are a hazard to other trail users and they harass wildlif e. I was bitten at the intersection of the rio and racetrack
road sev eral y ears ago by a large boxer breed while riding home, the owners, a couple, had no control ov er their
animal which is of ten the case. Signage in the woody creek area regarding trail users rules is lacking at most
access points.

6/16/2013 10:56 PM

60

I actually liked the old dirt surf ace best, but I understand the need to upgrade it in order to maintain it f or its
current lev el of use. The gorge is special and should be protected as is. The less changes to that section
(abov e the sanitation plant).

6/14/2013 9:55 PM

61

link up the Airline Trail v ia HWY 82 underpass to AABC and also to a trail on old wagon road near Sardy
property - cross riv er at old bridge abutment then connect downstream to trail along riv er. make it all passable
f or bike traf f ic. look at using sewer plant road edge f or good grade trail connect AABC to Rio Grande or turn lef t
once ov er Stein bridge to gain extra real estate f or better trail grade f rom riv er to AABC we don't need a
$2million bridge at grade at this point in time pav e the bike path and don't worry about guard rails, we don't hav e
them f or cars going f ast ov er Indy Pass and the problem will be cured by self selection as it is on the Pass and
elsewhere. it is silly to say the "Gorge" is a sacred place worth keeping crusher f ines grav el v s pav ement when
the entire remaining corridor is pav ed could hav e reused the old Maroon Creek ped bridge sections f or the wet
areas. may be do a structure like east of aspen trail f or those areas with simple helical pier f oundations as a
solution add a f un loop rid/run to the sy stem f or Aspen guests and local f amilies that has great f low and some
f eatures which prov ides a tour of the opportunities in the area keep the solutions as simple as possible all the
graphics look great but there comes a time to lead with good solutions and get it done

6/13/2013 5:39 PM

62

Pav ed surf ace

6/13/2013 11:28 AM

63

Get it pav ed into Aspen

6/13/2013 11:26 AM

64

Pav e the whole thing Extend f isherman's trail f rom Jaf f e Park as f ar through the gorge as possible

6/13/2013 11:24 AM

65

Pav e existing dirt Rio Grande section. Add riv er dirt f oot path f rom Fisherman's Park/Jaf f ee Park all the way to
f oot bridge behind ABC. Pav ing preserv es winter snow surf ace consistency f or longer, as unev en, random dark
rocks melt out snow early in spots.

6/13/2013 11:20 AM

66

Pav ed or hard packed. Get rid of the grav el!!!

6/13/2013 11:16 AM

67

Pav e f or commuting and disable access. Pav e f or roller skiing. Packed snow f or ski commuting

6/13/2013 9:32 AM

68

Nothing. I def initely would not pav e it. The f lat section across f rom the intercept lot would be unbearably hot in
the summer if y ou pav ed it. There is no shade and black pav ement would just absorb heat. Also by the sewer
plant f alls...if y ou pav ed that Mother Nature would require that y ou repair that section y early . As it stands
now...Mother Nature and the water f inds its way down...if y ou pav e it more issues will be created and now y ou
will hav e to bring in the skid steer, the hot oil, workers to repair the pav ement...AND close the trail. Please DO
NOT PAVE the dirt section.

6/12/2013 7:49 PM

69

PAVE THE DARN BIKE PATH!!!!

6/12/2013 2:54 PM

70

Finish pav ing the bike path f rom Aspen to Woody Creek.

6/7/2013 6:08 PM

71

I would pav e the whole rio grande trail. Please do not put in the bridge!

6/7/2013 9:51 AM

72

-Connections that lead to Sky Mountain Park -Nordic grooming f ocused f rom Aspen to W/J. Skip the grooming
past W/J since there are too many road crossings -More public restrooms

6/7/2013 9:48 AM

73

DO NOT pav e Rio Grande Trail at Stein all the way downstream to Jaf f e, etc. We hav e too many pav ed trails.
Lets buck up! Go with dirt.

6/7/2013 9:46 AM

74

Address water on trail

6/7/2013 9:42 AM

75

I'm sorry , but I lov e it just the way it is - especially the section f rom Stein Bridge to Cemetery Lane. In the f all
- late August and on...I go on the Rio G. downv alley towards W/J and on towards Woody Creek until it becomes
pav ed. I train f or half marathons and run f rom where I get on the Rio G f rom the ABC, the Conoco, then take
the bus back to the ABC.

6/7/2013 9:36 AM

76

I wouldn't mind pav ing it... It not adding major width and inf rastructure that changes it's character. No retaining
walls please!

6/7/2013 6:41 AM

77

My number one wish would be the addition of a hard surf ace f or road bike access. I think the parking is
adequate and although there aren't many amenities, I don't f eel they are needed. Just more hard surf ace, while
keeping a sof t surf ace as well.

6/6/2013 2:00 PM

78

Please leav e well enough alone

6/6/2013 11:57 AM
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Q6 What changes, if any, to the Roaring
Fork Gorge would affect how you use the
Gorge? For example: If there were a
different trail surface, a new trail connection
or more fisherman parking, etc. would you
use the Gorge more, less or about as much?
Please explain.
Answered: 65

Skipped: 26

#

Responses

Date

1

I hope to continue to use the gorge f or many y ears to come. More water obv iously means more user day s f or
me. Im not a road biker so pav ement is not so much a concern f or me . I know it would make traf f ic much
f aster if the trail were to be pav ed. Thanks f or listening

7/10/2013 8:43 AM

2

We tried to get home y esterday , by bus, f rom the Woody Creek Tav ern, as we had biked down f rom Aspen,
and did not want to ride home. We were told we could do this, but when the little Galena St. Shuttle bus stopped
there at 5 15 (f irst bus), there were no bike racks. The driv er kindly let us on, dropping us of f at the Intercept
Lot. Unf ortunately , when the bus arriv ed, there were already f our bikes on the rack, which was its limit. We
would hav e had to wait another half hour and perhaps not be able to get on that one either. We would hav e
ridden our bikes the f our miles back into town, except there was no trail and we would'v e had to ride on the
narrow shoulder of 82, which didn't sound saf e. As we had to be back in town shortly , we were f orced to call a
cab which cost us almost $40 to get back into town, including the charge f or the bikes. How nice if it were a
little easier f or bikers to get back to Aspen.

7/9/2013 10:09 AM

3

Trail connection (pav ing) W/J / Jaf f ee would giv e more access to f amily cy clists

7/8/2013 12:16 PM

4

Perf ect as it is

7/8/2013 12:14 PM

5

I like it just as it is!

7/8/2013 12:13 PM

6

I'd probably commute by bike more if there was a pav ed route all the way into Aspen.

7/8/2013 12:08 PM

7

Would use it the same; would pref er it not be pav ed

7/8/2013 11:55 AM

8

None. Would probably use the same amount.

7/8/2013 11:53 AM

9

Really like the natural surf ace of the trail. Might use it less if it was pav ed.

7/8/2013 11:51 AM

10

I lov e it as it is!

7/8/2013 11:48 AM

11

Want dogs on leashes. Leav e the trail as it is.

7/8/2013 11:43 AM

12

About the same

7/8/2013 11:42 AM

13

We will use as of ten as we can when here in the summer.

7/8/2013 11:40 AM

14

I would use it more if no leashes in the winter.

7/8/2013 11:39 AM

15

I would use it less if it was pav ed.

7/8/2013 11:37 AM

16

Dif f erent surf ace

7/8/2013 11:35 AM

17

Pav ed; saf ety signs at Cemetery Lane. Speed bumps on or by Red Butte Road

7/8/2013 11:32 AM

18

I would accept any reasonable change, so long as it preserv ed the beauty of the natural setting.

7/8/2013 11:21 AM

19

Fewer people! No more parking or pav ed surf aces - keep it quiet and simple.

7/8/2013 11:19 AM

20

I would use more if surf ace was pav ed - commuting up/down v alley especially

7/8/2013 11:17 AM

21

I would use it the same.

7/3/2013 11:03 AM

22

Pav ing, please

6/30/2013 5:17 PM

23

Almost any change (wider pav ed surf ace, replacing Stein Bridge, guard rails, "interpretiv e" signs, dog shit
dumpsters and the creation of a position f or a "dog shit bag collecting" ranger, rearranging the "problem"
boulders in the riv er f or the saf ety of raf ts (and raf ting companies) and kay aks, graded with hand rails
f isherman's trails with maps and a link to an app that will list which f ly is working best f or each hour of the day ),
will ef f ect this jewel in our backy ard. There a 2 things that might not damage the delicate balance: additional
parking at Cemetery Lane and a more permanent potty .

6/29/2013 11:17 AM

24

Would f eel less of an escape if surf ace were pav ed.

6/28/2013 2:10 PM
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25

If the whole thing were pav ed I would road bike more but spend less time hanging out there and running through
there. I am not sure that the benif it to road bikers is worth the impact to all the other ty pes of use in the Gorge.
It is a busy , popular place in its current state.

6/28/2013 2:08 PM

26

I would be more likely to commute if there was a bridge f rom the Rio to the Hwy . 82 side of the riv er. Ev en if
the Rio were to be pav ed on the existing route, I would most likely not use it to commute because it would be
congested and leav e me in the riv er bottom by the Art Museum. The existing trail does not really take
commuters on the most direct and ef f icient route up and down the v alley ; it misses the Hwy . 82 corridor into
town, which many people also work along and of f of , especially of f the roundabout.

6/28/2013 1:52 PM

27

Please DO NOT PAVE these trails! I would use them less & would actually driv e to other trails with a dirt
surf ace. Running on concrete & pav ement is horrible. There is already the pav ed ABC trail into town. Perhaps
continue this trail down to the intercept lot?

6/27/2013 8:43 PM

28

i'm not in f av or of pav ing the area or making other amendments to attract more use. my use of the area would
be v ery compromised by the construction phase since i do not ride my bicy cle on roadway s. post construction,
i would resume use as usual but it's hard to imagine that changes would be f or the good or worth the down time
OR money inv olv ed.

6/27/2013 1:10 PM

29

I would use a pav ed bike trail through the RF Gorge instead of riding up and down McLain Flats Rd. I think the
east and west ends of McLain Flats are unsaf e because they are narrow and there is a lot of car and truck
traf f ic. The rest of the RGT is great. I would xc ski directly f rom the Aspen Golf Course if that becomes
possible.

6/26/2013 2:40 PM

30

Use more

6/26/2013 10:07 AM

31

The more changes to accommodate the urban users such as raf ters, boarders, bikers etc. that occur, the less I
would use it. I see a wonderf ul opportunity to preserv e this stretch of the Roaring Fork Riv er, between Stein
Park and Jaf f ee Park, in as close to its natural state as possible. It would prov ide a serene and quiet riv erine
area that would be something that Aspen could be proud of . A place f or the wildlif e to liv e naturally and
peacef ully and of f er a glimpse of how wonderf ul it was here bef ore we destroy ed the peacef ulness and
naturalness of this priceless area.

6/26/2013 9:52 AM

32

I would use it the same amount.

6/25/2013 2:37 PM

33

If the trail is pav ed, If there is a major bridge that increases traf f ic and destroy s the v ista, I would tend to use
the gorge less and during of f -peak times in an attempt to f ind a sembalance of communion with nature. Why do
people come to v isit Aspen? They hav e chosen to v isit and embrace nature, the cities that they come f rom are
ov er-run and degraded. If y ou think y ou can improv e on nature...y ou are wrong! If y ou v alue solitude and
priv acy then these are the reasons to create amenities elsewhere f or human activ ity . Reletiv ely undisturbed
riperian habitat makes up such a small percentage of the land mass and it is critical f or many struggling nativ e
species. When was the last time y ou heard a f rog next to the riv er or saw a borial toad? Our species should
create protection and rehabilitate habitat f or other species so that we can learn to appreiciate the v alue of the
amphibian / insect/ aquatic communities not promote the trampling of their homes! The gorge is NOT a
COMMODITY f or human dev elopment.

6/25/2013 12:12 PM

34

If RGT becomes a hard surf ace commuter oriented trail, I will av oid the trail and only use the f isherman's trail
f ollowing the riv er. Most likely I will not access f rom Stein park and only use Sunny side during of f season
months. I already limit my horseback rides in the area to of f season months to av oid the f reeway . It takes all
the riding enjoy ment experience away when one unknowing/trail ignorant tourist decides to f ly by unannounced
on their rental mountain bike f rom behind to ruin a peacef ul ride. (plus it can cause a serious accident)

6/25/2013 11:37 AM

35

Pav ed trail = f aster bikes, but I would still use the trail f or horses. More trailer parking would be nice. Speed
limits f or bikes.

6/25/2013 9:17 AM

36

Take out asphalt on Aspen Mass. It is unsaf e. Larger signage at beginning of trails stating the hierarchy of
y ielding.

6/25/2013 9:15 AM

37

Probably less. Crowds = f ewer wildlif e and lost tranquility - and, probably , less of me.

6/25/2013 9:11 AM

38

I see comments like buy ACSD land, connect their road to other trails,etc. Sorry f olks, this isn't going to
happen. Due to Federal Laws requiring high security f or Water Inf rastructure Facilities, public use of the access
road to the plant is not going to happen. Besides, it is unsaf e f or bikes, people, f isherman, etc., to share a road
with large trucks coming around blind corners on a steep, sight limited road that becomes v ery slick in the
winter. Public access through ACSD property is not in cards.

6/25/2013 8:22 AM

39

I would absolutely use the gorge more if better biking access was prov ided f rom the ABC. I commute f rom the
ABC to Basalt on a regular basis and use the highway to get to Woody Creek, as the trail into the gorge is v ery
dif f icult carry ing a road bike... We also commute into Aspen on a regular basis, and would lov e to be able to
use the Rio Grande trail instead of the trail adjacent to hwy 82. The trail surf ace would be great if it were
asphalt, though I don't mind the crusher f ines. If this portion gets pav ed, the small portion in Woody Creek
should also be upgraded.

6/24/2013 2:16 PM

40

If the trail were pav ed, that would inev itably result in an increase of user-ship, especially of road bikers. More
people and more road bikers will deter me f rom using the trail because it will f eel more like a bike highway than
a quaint walking trail that I can use to unwind. Additionally , more parking f or f ishermen would be detrimental not
only to my self , but to all f ishermen who wish to f ish the riv er. Too many f ishermen results in jaded f ish,
disturbed habitat, and a loss of ev ery thing that a mountain town should be; simply , quiet, peacef ul, noncrowded. These ty pes of changes to the trail would be awf ul and I f or one would be v ery disappointed at the
loss of such a treasure that it is today .

6/24/2013 1:31 PM
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41

If there was a new trail surf ace, I don't think I would use the Rio Grande trail as much. I would probably stay in
town af ter work and go to North Star to take my run. If there were more parking, I think that would be great, but
unnecessary . My biggest concern is f eeling intimidated and pushed out by road bikers -- they simply ride too
f ast, hav e little to no consideration f or others, and quite f rankly , belong on a road or a separate bike path.
Please don't mess with what we hav e!!! Fisherman, tourists, mountain bikers, dog-walkers, nordic skiers,
horseback riders, ornithologists, climbers, runners, artists, explorers and ev ery one else who casually use this
trail will thank y ou, and will keep appreciating the Rio Grande BECAUSE it doesn't hav e a new surf ace or other
trail alterations.

6/24/2013 12:34 PM

42

same

6/24/2013 11:51 AM

43

Changes won't change my use pattern but would make it more enjoy able.

6/24/2013 10:02 AM

44

I think it would open the areas up and allow f or more equal use throughout the riv er if there was better access
and trails in more areas. This would likely improv e the quality of f ishing, especially if the low summer water
lev els continue or high heat continues.

6/24/2013 9:38 AM

45

I would use the RFG more commuting to and f rom Aspen is there was a decent trail up to the AABC f rom Stein
Bridge trail. I would use the RFG to access Woody Creek area if there was a connection that did not put me on
Hwy 82 downv alley of AABC

6/19/2013 7:05 PM

46

I would probably ride it more of ten, it would make it easier to haul groceries in the bike trailer and my bike and
bags would not be cov ered in dust af ter ev ery ride. I could ride my road bike on it and shorten my commute
time to Aspen. I hav e heard some people say that if y ou pav e it the bikers will ride too f ast on it and create
dangerous conditions f or other users, but I disagree. Most serious bikers will still opt f or the road because they
can ride at higher speeds more saf ely than on a bike path. Bike paths are narrow, not much room to manuev er
if a rider ov ershoots a turn, consequences can be sev ere. Experienced riders know this and ride cautiously on
bike paths. Today , f or example I rode to Glenwood and rode riv er road to old snowmass and got on the trail
af ter, because it is f aster on my road bike that way .

6/16/2013 10:56 PM

47

These day s, I am in the gorge area mostly to walk on the trail, which I thoroughly enjoy in its present condition.
For commuting, I currently ride on McLain Flats Road adn by pass the gorge. I think the prev iously proposed
idea of a bridge across the riv er linking to the AABC (at any place that makes sense below where the gorge
narrows) would be a positiv e change to the gorge area. It would prov ide a relativ ely f lat pav ed access to Aspen,
but would not impact the area that is most contrained, most scenic, and least dev eloped. I believ e pav ement
through the upper reach of the gorge would create too many conf licts between cy clists and the other trail users.
It would become a bike path - not a trail f or walkers, joggers, bird watchers, picnickers, f amilies, etc. The bridge
alternativ e maintains something f or ev ery one - a good pav ed connection to Aspen, and a more rural trail to
enjoy in the most spectacular reach of the gorge. It is a compromise that deliv ers soemthing f or all v isitors to
the gorge.

6/14/2013 9:55 PM

48

if lots of people are there really enjoy ing lif e in their chosen mode dif f erent than mine i am going to complain
about the good old day s... (just kidding!)

6/13/2013 5:39 PM

49

About as much, but I'd hav e more choices of bike ty pes to ride (currently I'm f orced to ride a heav y -duty
single-speed)

6/13/2013 11:28 AM

50

I would commute more if it was pav ed

6/13/2013 11:26 AM

51

Pav ement would allow a v ery large roller ski loop f or nords as well as community on roller skis (also
rollerblades). Would certainly use it more. Absolutely lov e the single track sty le f isherman's trail f rom Jaf f e
Park. I think this ty pe of trail could be dev eloped f urther.

6/13/2013 11:24 AM

52

If pav ed, would use f or wheelchair/sit bike trail f rom Slaughterhouse or Aspen to Woody Creek. If pav ed, would
not only use f or road bike, running and X-C skiing, but also rollerskiing to commute to Aspen f rom Woody
Creek area f or daily work.

6/13/2013 11:20 AM

53

I would bike to work when the weather is bad. Biking in mud isn't f un or good f or y our bike. My bike gets
damaged more on dirt - hard on equipment. Don't want to bike on Hwy . 82 because of scary driv ers, exhaust,
trash and glass.

6/13/2013 11:16 AM

54

If it were pav ed, it would speed up the commute. On the weekend, I take Hwy . 82 as it is 20 min. f aster. On
weekday s, I take the trail to stay away f rom traf f ic. In winter, I ski to commute. Aspen Village bridge Put a
bridge f rom underpass at Gerbaz Way to cross to Rio Grande.

6/13/2013 9:32 AM

55

If y ou pav ed it, I probably would just start riding Hwy 82 to work. It would not be as scenic but why bother with
the trail.

6/12/2013 7:49 PM

56

If the path was pav ed, I would nev er hav e to ride on highway 82 again!

6/12/2013 2:54 PM

57

I road bike and hav e f ound the existing bike path v ery dangerous and certainly not f un.

6/7/2013 6:08 PM

58

The bridge would cause an ey e-sore and a detriment to the riv er & gorge.

6/7/2013 9:51 AM

59

Bridge is crazy waste of taxpay er $ or $ in general. I don't believ e there are enough y ear round commuters to
utilize the bridge and the Rio Grande Trail. They can continue riding on Woody Creek Rd.

6/7/2013 9:46 AM

60

I likely would use it much less f or running & walking if the surf ace were pav ed. I would not be able to use it f or
Nordic skiing if it were pav ed, due to the reduced ability f or that surf ace to retain snow.

6/7/2013 9:42 AM

61

Do NOT pav e the "gorge." Consider sof t, non-pav ed surf aces.

6/7/2013 9:37 AM
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62

I'm against pav ing any of it in any direction, sorry . It's a paradise + should be preserv ed as it is "sacred."

6/7/2013 9:36 AM

63

I'll still use t no matte what y ou do... It I'd be. Mimed if it got "citif ied"

6/7/2013 6:41 AM

64

New trail connections and a hard surf ace would allow me to use the Gorge 25-40% more than I currently do

6/6/2013 2:00 PM

65

If it is pav ed I will not use it at all.

6/6/2013 11:57 AM

Comments emailed after online entry closed:
The lack of a connection from the Intercept Lot to the AABC is of course one of the largest gaps in the
local trails network and a solution between/below Hwy 82 and the Roaring Fork River; it deserves a
revisit.
I walked the area recently and was surprised to find how much easier the terrain appears than is typically
assumed. There is a large flat area below one section of the highway bridge which can be accessed with
basic solutions at either end. A few small structures, modest in scale relative to many other existing
facilities, could unlock the puzzle and allow for a much needed passage and link up. I’m sure the project
could fall under the umbrella of traffic reduction and be eligible for funds from other sources than just
Pitkin County.
As an initial project, a soft surface tread could easily be installed for the 2 mile length with the right
approach and less than $100k. Once such a trail is in, it could be upgraded over time as all pieces in the
trails system have been historically. This scale of trail could be rideable on a townie bike or sufficient for
guests riding a loop via Owl Creek to Brush Creek and back to Aspen.
Alternatively, this link up could be a major paved trail and considered as an alternative to the bridges
further upstream which strive to connect commuters to Aspen. A continuation of a trail from Intercept
area down through Cozy Point could eventually connect to Aspen Village and on to the Rio Grande in
that area, or Woody Creek is already connected to the Intercept Lot as well.
Certainly all of this has been considered before as part of the planning process, but I doubt the engineers
who looked at the interconnection below Hwy 82 are as used to creative thinking as some situations call
for. A solution we used to build a hut last year at 12,000’ elevation was a series of gas powered drill
driven micro piers (think big rebar) into granite bedrock which were used to create a retaining structure.
Such an idea here would create a platform on the steeper unbenchable slopes and the piers could be left
long for railing supports. Another solution at the ends of the bridge abutments would be a structure
similar to the bike path attached below Castle Creek Bridge.
Thanks for including these thoughts in the planning effort and keeping an optimistic eye to alternative
solutions. Arguably, the link between the Intercept Lot and the AABC is of greater value than improving
the Rio Grande trail connection for which a solution already exists and could be simply improved.
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Draft Plan Comments

Roaring Fork Gorge Draft Management Plan comments
Please do not pave the Rio Grande Trial. It will make the snow melt faster, it will ruin cross country skiing,
it will make me run on pavement instead of gravel or snow; PLEASE do not pave it! I use that trail at least
3x/week; please don't pave it!

As the trail system of Sky Mountain comes to fruition certain mountain bike user patterns are becoming
evident. From Aspen it now becomes a super fun loop to ride down the Rio Grande trail, onto the Sage
Meadow trail network, then cross the Rio Grande and head down the Jaffee Park single track before
heading up to the Mills Open Space. The Sage Meadow trail system should align with the Jaffee Park
single track. The single track should be upgraded to reduce the grade and made a sustainable trail.
The Mills Open Space provides a great opportunity to develop a single track overlooking the gorge. This
can wind clear around to the southern edge of the embankment before connecting back to the underpass
which would then connect to the CozyLine Trail.

A lot of work went into this plan, and it is very thorough. I would urge that the trail NOT be paved in the
gorge, though agree the Jaffee to Shale Bluffs stretch could probably handle and benefit from a dual
surface trail. I'm also dubious of additional bridges, but mostly I'm astonished at the price tag for all this, .
Hard to believe this is really the best use of this many 10s of millions, but if it's what the public wants...

Please pave the trail so that down valley cyclists can have safer and easier access to aspen.

PLEASE DO NOT pave the Rio Grande trail!

A bike path along HWY 82 from AABC to Brush Creek intercept lot is all we need to complete several
loop rides and connections. If built similar to the Cemetary lane path, I just can't believe it would cost
more that a huge bridge span over the river. That seems so much bigger of a project. Is it just having to
work with the State Hwy dept. that is keeping this from being an option?

Please don't pave the trail from woody creek to cemetery lane. It is currently so beautiful and functional
that a paved trail would just ruin the aspect of being away from Aspen, which is what i want every time i
go down to the river. I know there are a handfull of road bikers who find it difficult to ride across
compacted sand but for everyone else who nordic skis and runs across the path every day, it offers such
ease of use and is truly a one of a kind thing in our valley. To pave it would be to ruin the unique
opportunity tourists have to walk a path that has been virtually untouched since the railroad days.
PLEASE DON'T PAVE IT!!!!!

Sec 3.2 on the Natural Resources mentions concern for stream bank conditions and possible future
improvements. Of special note should be the conditions seen near Slaughterhouse Falls. The bank
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conditions on river right are particularly bad. Concrete rip rap placed by the railroad is not only unsightly,
but dangerous, and unstable. Erosion of silt into the river is apparent, and looks like it will get worse in the
near future. This location is used for river access by many river users including fishermen, photographers,
and whitewater users. It is an important location for river safety, and many boaters walk around the rapid
to avoid the falls, then descend back to the river. This location really needs some bank stabilization and
habitat improvements, and a trail to the river.
Another section of the plan mentions the possibilities for interpretive signage. It would be a great location
for information on RF geology as there are a number of unique view points. This includes views of the
Castle creek fault zone which overturned Red Butte, glacial moraines and boulders, and a variety of
fossils that can be found in the Mancos Shale sections.

The ADA comments on Equiestrian map would be more appropriate on either a map of its own or with the
public comment (map A).
2.10 needs to indicate disabled parking signage and trailer parking signange
2.12 or 4.4 could there be some sort of special use permit for ADA fishing only from stein park where
there is the best access? organizations might apply in advance to use this area for ADA fishing only on
certain days?
4.3.1.1 great that phase 1 is so soon!
4.3.1.2 two surface trail preferred and allows for the most flexibility of trail use
4.3.2 and 4.3.3 it would be best if ADA work at Stein and Jaffee could be done in the same timing to allow
for utilization of the enetire section between the two parks. Jafee is scheduled for 2015 could the ADA
portions of Stein be completed at the same time?
4.3.4 Thought that PCOS aproved moving the Aspen Mass trail work from 2017 to 2015 at the Sept. 26th
meeting?
4.3.7 Include ADA signage in this section

If you do (which I hope you don't) a paved/gravel combo from Jaffee to AABC, it would be really great to
separate the two as much as possible. It is a nice jaunt on gravel (a slower paced world) and makes a big
difference on how well the snow holds for nordic.
I am totally in favor of a bridge connector to AABC.
You should consider volunteer trail monitors for wildlife and vegetation. I would be glad to sign up.

Trail paving with asphalt - hold off as long as possible. It will keep bike speed down for the walker.
Pavement takes away from the rustic character.
In my 10 years living here in Aspen, my wife and I have used the bike trail over and over for biking and
walking.
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Stein Park could use more parking.

As an occasional kayaker down in Slaughterhouse, my opinion is that anything involving heavy
equipment or trail making of any sort is inappropriate. As one of the last somewhat organic unspoiled
places in the uppervalley without McMansions along the banks of the river. Leave it alone please!!

This is a great presentation with lots of information - I especially love the train track photos. You have
done a very thorough job on all the options.
I prefer a paved trail all the way, to provide continuity from Glenwood. Also, eventually I would like a high
bridge from the RGT to the Intercept Lot, including winter Nordic connections. I agree that the parking lots
at Stein, Sunnyside, and Jaffee need improvement.
I have used the RF Gorge for walking, biking, kayaking, and climbing, and now I think the experiences
there will only get better.

I think the best option is to pave the 4 mile portion that is currently unpaved. It will allow users to ride a
road bike to Aspen from down valley and back without being on McLain Flats Rd., a much safer and for
many, a much more doable option. It will also complete the trail from Glenwood Springs to Aspen.

Please allow for improvements of boat access for rafters. Most of the boat launch sites are very difficult or
have been made totally inaccessible to vehicles.

As a business owner I have unfortunately not had the time to follow this. I would however, like to
recommend that public fishing access be maintained for the general public---guided and non-guided--in
just the same fashion as it had for years in the Roaring Fork Gorge. From Jaffee Park to Aspen is the
oldest wild trout water in Colorado--it is an invaluable and beautiful resource that must be preserved for
fishermen. It provides a great economic boost to the valley as a whole from the fishermen who fish there
on their own, as well as the guides who make their livings guiding on it. The beautiful experiences it has
given thousands and thousands of fishermen around the world is indeed priceless.

General: It would be great if the section that is considered ADA accessible (from roughly Stein Park to
McLain Flats Intersection) could add additional ADA accessible bathrooms.
2.8: Should create an ADA compliant access point at Jaffee Park so the whole section from Stein to
Jaffee Park is ADA compliant; should update ADA parking at Stein Park so that it can accommodate a
van or independent individual.
4.3.3:As the only truly ADA accessible fishing access, would it be possible for organizations to apply for
special use permits that limit fishing to ADA only on certain days.
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4.3.5: It is great that the long term plan is to eventually make sure all hard surface trails are ADA
compliant.
4.3.7: I'm assuming that the plan to increase signage includes adding ADA signage to the appropriate
trails, if not, this element should be included.

Please refrain from paving the Rio Grande Trail. You will ruin it for cross country skiing, running on dirt,
biking on dirt, etc. Please do not pave!

1. Connection from Burlingame Ranch to Rio Grande - walk/bike open to public
2. Bridge from Rio Grande to Airport Ranch Open Space
3. Separated access on Shale Bluffs to Slaughterhouse portion of trail - bikes need to be separated from
people walking, dogs, strollers, etc.

Much of the trail has been paved, and that is not a bad thing. I know that some people would like to have
the entire trail paved, especially the section from the Slaughter House bridge to Woody Creek. I feel this
is not necessary and would be a bad idea. Funds spent on this would be better spent elsewhere, and
that section would be better left in its natural state. Not all trail users are cyclists, and not all are intent on
moving from point A to point B as fast as possible. The above stretch is beautiful and full of interesting
things to see and has wonderful views both close up and looking down and across the valley. To add
pavement and signs to this would take away from the character and enjoyment of this remaining natural
portion of the trail. I hope that this will not happen.

Please do not pave this pristine and wonderful section of trail. As an avid runner and nordic skier, this
section of unpaved trail remains the only place i find true solace and inspiration in running every single
day. As for nordic skiing, paving the trail would guarantee a shorter nordic season by about 3-4 months
as the blacktop allows long wave radiation penetrate the reflective layer of snow much quicker than with a
light colored gravel top underneath. Please i repeat, do not pave this section of trail as it is the last place
in the valley i really enjoy running and skiing on every day!!
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Here are my edits and suggestions for the management plan. I realize you
may have trouble reading my scribbles so here are a few general comments:
It’s obvious the county was lead on the plan and many places
should include the city – like the mission, special events, policies,
approvals, etc.
I would not use “we” anywhere. It implies an “us” vs “them”
with them being the public
Name of properties – this is a challenge for everyone. There
is some confusion with Stein Ranch/Red Butte Ranch (and Red Butte Ranch
vs. Red Butte Ranch Open Space) and the use of Burlingame/Deer Hill. I
would use Burlingame. County names are also confusing: Pitkin
County/Pitkin County Open Space and Trails/ OST/Open Space and
Trails/County open space are all used.
-

Stein Park is shown as two acres on the maps; 1.57 elsewhere.

Great map – another showing all the places mentioned might be
helpful – Sky Mountain, W/J, etc.
AVLT’s only interest is in Stein Park, Red Butte Ranch and
Burlingame so here are comments regarding those areas:
o Stein Park: AVLT aspires to permanent (non-ugly) restrooms, removal
of all signs except for one sign kiosk and one AVLT info kiosk. Increased
parking will be a challenge
o Burlingame: These easements reference the City of Aspen Resource
Management Plan which may be pertinent to some of the discussions.
o Red Butte Ranch: Any additional infrastructure is going to be
difficult.
o Red Butte: AVLT’s Red Butte is a pretty big feature in this area and
isn’t mentioned.
Were Aspen Sanitation and Holy Cross included in any of the
information-gathering? They have a big impact on the piece of the trail
below Stein Park and Holy Cross is a major player (or non-player as is the
case now) in the Burlingame and AABC plans.
The public comments are great and the organization of them is really good.
It’s a good plan – thank you to everyone for your work!
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October 29, 2013

Dear Pitkin county Open Space and Trails
Re: Roaring Fork Gorge Inventory Input

The Aspen Snowmass Nordic Council is very interested in the future of the Rio
Grand Trail as a nordic skiing platform . This letter presents its recommendations for
management of the trail surface both the near and long terms.

In 2008 the ASNC created a Nordic Trails Plan that was adopted by Pitkin County, the
City of Aspen, the Town of Snowmass Village and the Town of Basalt. The mission of
the plan is to preserve and enhance the Nordic trail platform for a superior Nordic
skiing experience. Maintaining and expanding the seamless trail platform system is
key to this objective.

One of the most popular nordic trail corridors is the Rio Grande trail starting in Aspen
and running all the way to Emma . The upper section between W/J and Stein Park is
particularly well used because of its easy accessibility off Cemetery Lane at
Slaughterhouse Bridge. Most of the 4 mile section holds snow rather well to allow for
regular grooming by our snowcats and snowmobiles.
Key to snow retention is a combination of shading on the trail and a cold earth
platform. The best snow holding sections are the narrow gorge area going down
stream to just past the ice falls and the lower section nearer W/J from the oak and
sage bushes.

The middle portion of trail in the shale bluffs area is the hardest to groom due to the
southern exposure aspect creating heat gain from the shale rock. Over the past
years the Nordic Council has looked at various ways to mitigate the heat gain in this
section including temporary screening using fabric stretched between temporary
stakes.
Typical season skier use is estimated at 5000 skier/snowshoers during an average
100 day season or 50 per day.

Heat gain in the earth surface is a destroyer of snow pack. The Nordic Council and
City of Aspen trails grooming department run by Austin Weiss has plenty of
experience with accelerated snow melt out where the trail crosses asphalt. Paving
the Rio Grande platform with either black asphalt or even lighter colored concrete
will seriously diminish the ability of snow to remain on the trail platform. By
allowing concrete or asphalt will effectively break the skiing linkage from Aspen to
Basalt.
1
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The RF gorge inventory effort provides an excellent opportunity for Pitkin County
OST to continue its commitment to our excellent free nordic trail system. The ASNC
understands that the RF gorge is an attractive recreational destination winter and
summer. It is also aware of the considerable wildlife and supportive habitat features
in the gorge area.
To improve the trail platforms snow retention capacity ASNC asks that the PCOST
undertake a phased approach that employs some low cost experimentation.
First step would be to establish a crusher fines type nordic trail platform in the sage
area north of and separate from the RR grade.

This section would be the largely in the lower 2 miles of the gorge inventory area just
upstream of the W/J residences. A trail alignment thru the relatively tall sage brush
which provides shading will improve snow retention. This alignment would also
benefit the equestrian community to have more trail separation for riding during the
non ski season period.
From earlier public infornation sessions, ASNC understands that paving costs run
about $1 million per mile plus the stated need to install railing along the shale buffs
curve due to safety concerns. Total paving costs and railings were estimated at over
$4,000,000. Improving the existing crusher fines platform which was referred to
Option 1 in the earlier discussions was estimated at around $700,000 and did not
include railings.

Annual trail maintenance of the crusher fines platform would cost around between
$20‐40K per year. The county can do a lot of regular crusher fines trail maintenance
for a lot less than $4,000,000,
Also, elimination of the railings is important for the trail groomer to safely navigate
the shale bluffs section. We do not believe the snowcat could be used for grooming if
railings were to be installed on the trail.
Second, ASNC is requesting the trails dept of PCOST experiment with various
hardeners or binders, perhaps even different kinds of crusher fines for a few years
on the Rio platform to see if an adequately hard ”soft surface” can be installed that
can hold snow longer and can be durable and hard enough for cyclists.

Third, one of the operational problems for the shale bluffs section has been
maintaining adequate width for the groomer to pass safely when setting track.
Possible solutions to the width issue to experiment with could be cutting back into
some of the slough that has slid since trains stopped running and /or obtaining a
smaller more maneuverable groomer to handle the grooming. Again these two
efforts could be tested before a paved surface is laid down.
2
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The ASNC strongly believes that putting a hard surface such as asphalt or concrete
down especially in the shale bluffs section will drastically compromise the quality of
the ski platform durability and thus reduce the nordic ski and snowshoe season.
Finally in looking at the Roaring Fork Gorge in its totality ,there are options for road
cyclists for a paved platform. The Rio Grande Trail is the only place where we can
provide a nordic skiing experience in the cooridor. It is vital to maintain this trail for
the nordic trail system.
In summary, all the above considerations meet the community’s expectations for
well maintained and accessible nordic trails consistent with the overall nordic trails
plan adopted by all the relevant governmental entities.
John Wilkinson

President
Aspen Snowmass Nordic Council

3
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Our mission is to create and sustain the best possible mountain
bike trail system and experience in the Roaring Fork Valley.

November 5, 2013

TO: Lindsey Utter, Recreation Planner, Pitkin County Open Space & Trails
RE: Comments on Draft version of Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan
Sent via email: lindsey.utter@co.pitkin.co.us
Comments regarding proposed management actions:
Section 4.1.1:
Strongly support acquisition of described lands, especially those on the east side of the Rio Grande
Trail, generally comprised of flatter sage brush land that would be ideal for development of a compact
network of singletrack trails that would offer beginner level and younger mountain bikers a focus area
that would be accessed from parking lot at Jaffee Park, or directly from Aspen area along the Rio
Grande trail. See Appendix B, Mountain Bike and Cross Bike Open House map, for general location.
Section 4.2:
Strongly support all listed management actions that have the intention of improving the natural
resources of the planning area.
Section 4.3.1.1:
Strongly support the creation of a parallel singletrack option along the length of the dual surface
proposed for Rio Grande Trail Phase I wherever possible. Given the terrain along Phase I, wherever
possible should really mean the majority of this length of trail, wherever terrain and land ownership is not
an obstacle. If land ownership is an obstacle, keep the singletrack directly adjacent to RG trail, within
the legal right of way. This parallel singletrack would be as far from away from the Rio Grande trail as
possible, and offer sinuous curving features that flow well for mountain bikers of all experience levels,
while offering a great experience for beginner level riders. The trail should be wide enough that sage
brush does not require lopping every summer season, but narrow enough to offer a distinct experience
from the adjacent RG trail. This singletrack system should be planned to tie into a future phase
singletrack system of trails just to the east of the Phase I area, on the flat sage fields that are currently
on the radar for potential open space acquisition.
Section 4.3.3 & Section 4.3.4.4:
Strongly support the improvement of trail connection between Jaffee Park and the sage brush fields east
of RG trail Phase I area. While the current soft surface trail is of generous width, it is steeper than
desired for beginner level and younger mountain bikers that would be the key demographic for the
potential sage brush field singletrack trail network. While the existing trail route is proposed as a dual
surface trail improvement project, a sinuous singletrack alternative that cuts grade steepness by winding
its way up from riverside to sage fields is of equal or greater importance to the mountain bike
community. Given proposed project costs, and given that this is a spur of the RG trail, a singletrack
alternative should be considered mandatory for this portion of the project.
Section 4.3.4.1:
Strongly support the ongoing trail improvement for a bike friendly connection from AABC to the river
bottom.
Imagine! Roaring
The best trails
the planet
– right outside your
ForkonGorge
Management
Plandoor!
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Our mission is to create and sustain the best possible mountain
bike trail system and experience in the Roaring Fork Valley.

Section 4.3.4.2:
Strongly support the concept of a bike friendly trail connection between Burlingame and the Rio Grande
trail. However, budgeting $25,000 to study trail concepts seems excessive. Suggest limiting these
study costs as much as possible, and allocate funds to trail construction costs instead.
Section 4.3.4.3:
Strongly support the Stein Bridge improvement project. Agreed that focus on a new trail alignment
between the bridge and RG trail will improve the experience for cyclists traveling to and from the AABC.
Section 4.3.4.5:
Strongly support the concept of a soft surface AspenMass trail connecting Jaffee Park towards the
Intercept Lot. Given the relatively low user numbers than might be expected, this trail should be made
available to all user groups, including mountain bikers. If equestrian use is monitored and shown to be
higher than other trails, introduce signage designed to inform and educate all users on how to avoid
conflicts.
Section 4.3.5.2:
Strongly support the concept of a direct trail & bridge connection between the RG trail and the Intercept
Lot. Although the estimated cost of this project is very high, it would be seen as critical link between the
growing network of trails at Sky Mountain Park, trails beyond in Snowmass, the major transportation and
parking hub of the Intercept Lot itself, and the many destinations afforded by the RG trail. This project
would immediately increase loop opportunities for riders and increase the ease of access for a potential
network of beginner level singletrack trails in the sage fields just east of this project area.
Section 4.3.5.3:
Strongly support the concept of a trail connection between the Intercept Lot and the AABC area.
However, given the estimated cost for an 8’ wide hard surface trail, we would instead propose a
singletrack trail connection that would be used by hikers, runners, and mountain bikers. While there will
be some sections of shale to contend with (possibly a challenge for construction of a truly sustainable
trail), much of the potential alignment could be standard 24” wide singletrack trail construction that would
more readily undulate with the existing topography in a manner not possible for a wide hard surface trail.
Specialized wildlife crossings should not be required for a traditional singletrack trail.
This would
provide for a high quality loop opportunity utilizing bike paths, and the new Airline & Cozyline Trails.
Additional trail construction ideas for this alignment are offered in the appendix comment section (see
long comment “emailed after online entry closed”).
Section 4.3.7
Strongly support updates to signage program. Suggest going in the direction that Town of Snowmass
Village is going with their new signage design: modular, informative, easy to update, as opposed to the
more simple USFS style of sign that only provides a trail name and no real opportunity for additional
information.
Section 4.3.8
Strongly support the amenity of an interpretive sign plan for interesting geological and historic culture
issues. Also, suggest improving the existing wooden Solar System signage system so that it becomes a
permanent amenity that helps trail users to understand the awesome scale of Nature!
Additional Comments:
1. Study and provide future potential for a singletrack trail that would connect the Airline Trail to a
potential singletrack trail that would connect Intercept Lot to AABC (utilizing existing underpass under
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Highway 82). Properly monitor the underpass to determine if its current use by wildlife would not allow
for co-existence of a recreation trail.
2. Undertake a trails plan that identifies all possible opportunities for singletrack trails within this greater
management plan area. The forthcoming Upper Roaring Fork Trails Plan will hopefully accomplish this
need, and will partially do so by referring to the Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan.
Many thanks for all of your efforts on this management plan, and to the work that everyone at Open
Space and Trails has put in to get to this point. There is no doubt that this plan is setting the stage for
many great improvements in the years to come.
Sincerely,

Mike Pritchard
RFMBA, Board President
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October 10, 2013

To: Lindsay Utter, Recreation Planner, Pitkin County
From: Brian Flynn, Open Space and Natural Resource Manager, City of Aspen

Re: City of Aspen Open Space and Trails Board Roaring Fork Gorge

The Board appreciates the opportunity to comment on the management planning process for the
Roaring Fork Gorge. In addition, the Board supports the overall goal of the management plan
and continues to support the partnership between the City and County for the development of the
plan.
Please accept this letter as an official position, for the public record, from the City of Aspen
Open Space and Trails Board on the Draft Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan. On Thursday
October 3, 2013 the City Board completed a site visit to both Burlingame Village and the Aspen
Business Center for the purpose of studying the possibilities for trail connections between these
population areas and the Rio Grande Trail.
The Board unanimously supports and requests that the draft plan for the Roaring Fork Gorge
include the research and development of trail access from both areas down to Stein Bridge. The
Board supported the development of trails that traversed the side hills located under both of the
areas through existing City and County Open Space.
The goal is to provide the best sustainable grade possible for trail access to the Roaring Fork
Gorge via a trail that ends up in the proximity of Stein Bridge. The Board considered the
possibilities and constraints of developing trails on these hillsides. Despite the challenges of trail
development on the slopes, the Board recognized that human instinct to travel along the “desire
line” will not prevent the development of social trails on these hillsides despite the availability of
other trails in the area leading to the same location.
The Board is recommending the development of the most sustainable trails possible along the
two routes identified on the attached map.
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Appendix C - Existing Conditions Maps
Amenities: Map A
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Appendix C - Existing Conditions Maps
Amenities : Map B
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Appendix C - Existing Conditions Maps
Amenities : Map C
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Appendix C - Existing Conditions Maps
Amenities: Map D
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Appendix D - Airport Ranch Open Space Plant Communities
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Appendix E - River Map
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Appendix F - Rio Grande Trail at Stein Park User Numbers
User Hourly and Monthly Averages
June 1st, 2013 - August 31st, 2013
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Appendix F - Rio Grande Trail at Stein Park User Numbers
Daily Use Totals for Summer Months
And Breakdown of User Types
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Appendix F - Rio Grande Trail at Stein Park User Numbers
User Daily Totals, Hourly Averages and Monthly Averages
December 1st, 2012 - February 28th, 2013
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Appendix F - Rio Grande Trail at Stein Park User Numbers
User numbers Monthly Averages - August 30th, 2012 -August 07th, 2013
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Appendix G - Action Item Timeline
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Appendix H - Action Item Decision Chart
Some of the action items in the Roaring Fork Gorge Management Plan require future approvals and directions.
The following further explains the decision making process.
4.1.1 Acquisition of Easements and/or Fee Simple Properties
OST Acquisitions depend on voluntary agreements with willing landowners, and are vetted by staff and then
require the approval of both Pitkin County’s Open Space and Trails Board (OSTB) and the Board of County Commissioners (BOCC).
4.2.1 Update and Expand the Natural Resource Inventory for Roaring Fork Gorge Properties
Staff anticipates this will be covered by our annual Biological Services Budget.
4.2.2 River Conservation Plan
This proposed plan will be included in a 2015 Budget request and require subsequent approval by OSTB and the
BOCC.
4.2.3 Work to Increase Water Quality and Water Quantity
This will be an ongoing effort coordinated between multiple boards.
4.3.1.1 Rio Grande Trail Phase I
This will require both OSTB and BOCC approval of a supplemental budget appropriation following final adoption of
the Management Plan.
4.3.1.2 Rio Grande Trail Phase II
No funding of Phase II is authorized by this plan. Subsequent direction by the OSTB and BOCC will be required
before final design selection.
4.3.2 Stein Park Improvements
Staff anticipates a partnership with the City of Aspen Parks Department. A proposed 2015 budget will require the
approval from the OSTB and BOCC and The City of Aspen’s City Council and Open Space Board.
4.3.3 Jaffee Park Improvements
A proposed 2015 budget item that will require approval by OSTB and BOCC.
4.3.4.2 Burlingame Connection Study
This is subject to 2014 budget approval by the City of Aspen.
4.3.4.3 Stein Bridge and Trail Repairs
Staff has recommended this in the 2014 budget that is slated for approval by the BOCC by the time this plan is
adopted.
4.3.4.4 Jaffee Connector Dual Surface and Potential Singletrack Alignment
This will require approval of a supplemental budget appropriation following final adoption of the Management Plan
by the OSTB and BOCC.
4.3.4.5 AspenMass Soft Surface Trail
The City of Aspen will work through their budget process to implement.
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Appendix H - Action Item Decision Chart
4.3.5 Long-Term Potential Regional Trail Connections
No funding of long term regional trail connections is authorized by this plan. Subsequent direction by the OSTB
and BOCC will be required before final design selection.
4.3.8 Interpretive Sign Plan
This will be a proposed 2016 budget item that will require approval by the OSTB and BOCC.
4.4.1  Develop a Commercial Fly-fishing Guide Permit System
Approval of this plan allows staff to move forward to develop and implement a commercial permit system pursuant to Title 12 of the Pitkin County Code.
4.4.2 Develop an Open Space and Trails Special Event Policy
Changes to special event regulations will require approval by the OSTB and BOCC
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